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1. Introduction
1.1 Document Purpose
The purpose of this document is to present a design, testing, and implementation of a
micro air vehicle integrated with an autopilot system. The requirements of this system are
outlined in detail. Preliminary design research has been performed and the results of testing and
implementation are presented. Descriptions of the hardware, software and top-level designs are
given as well as a performance analysis for the design. The build plan for the design is presented
outlining how we accomplished each build step until the system was completely integrated and
functioning according to the requirements as well as problems that arose in the implementation
and how those problems were corrected. A budget is presented with parts, prices, and suppliers
listed. Test cases and results are described.

1.2 Document Scope
This document intends to describe in detail everything within the bounds of the project,
those boundaries being limited to: The design of the MAV (micro-air-vehicle) autopilot system,
a brief overview of work done to decide on the current design and then describe the testing
involved in implementing the design. This document is intended to present the design within the
bounds of the project. This project is the design of an autopilot system. This document will focus
on the hardware and software for the autopilot system and their implementation. Some detail will
be given on the integration of the autopilot with the airframe, but the design of the airframe is
outside of the scope of the project for this team. Please refer to section 1.4 Project Scope for
details on the scope of the project.

1.3 Background
Micro-Air Vehicles (MAVs) research is an active research area in which our project
sponsor is involved. Previous work was carried out in Dr. Sergey's research lab in integrating
lightweight autopilot systems into MAVs. The current flight controls system, utilizes the
paparazzi autopilot system (open-source autopilot system). The “Paparazzi” autopilot is
interfaced with infrared (IR) sensors, a global positioning system (GPS), digital communication
links (a data link and a video link), and a ground station. The IR sensors are used to detect the
MAV's altitude and any obstacles. GPS is used for determining the current location of the MAV
and navigating to a target location based on given coordinates. The digital communication link is
used to modify certain autopilot control parameters at run-time and to collect any transmitted
data from the MAV. Before our project, the MAV lab did not have a fully functioning autopilot,
but it did have an autopilot in the past. Their autopilot could not fly in foggy weather. Moreover,
altitude measurements are less accurate when their MAV was very close to the ground. Their old
system also risks being unstable if the infrared sensors are saturated due to continuous exposure
to bright light for instance. There is also a weight issue in using the paparazzi autopilot. It
weights 54 grams (22 % of the total MAV weight). The causes of such vulnerabilities will be
addressed in the operational needs alongside the proposed solutions and this projects
ENGR 498 - Team 4799
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implementation of the design choice will also be addressed in this document. The preliminary
design for this project has determined that Paparazzi is the best autopilot because it better fulfills
the requirements of the project. The preliminary design results and requirements are presented in
later sections of this document.

1.4 Project Scope
The project is the design of a micro-air vehicle auto-pilot system. This team implemented
the hardware and software described in this document. This team worked in parallel with an
aerospace engineering team. The aerospace engineering team was responsible for the design of
the airframe that will utilize the autopilot that this team created. Some description of the airframe
integrated with the autopilot is presented, however the project scope for this team is focused
strictly on the design and implementation of the hardware and software of the autopilot system.

1.5 Project Expectations
The system implemented is expected to be able to autopilot an MAV. The system can
receive a set of waypoint descriptions, actions to be performed at each waypoint such as: takeoff, land, hover, and continue to next waypoint. The MAV follows the flight plan and perform
the actions autonomously. Given the correct parameters for the air vehicle upon which the
autopilot is installed the autopilot is able accurately follow the flight plan. The Micro-Air
Vehicle used with this system was designed and implemented to contain the hardware
components and maintain balance while carrying the load.

1.6 Customer Description
Dr. Jonathan Sprinkle and Dr. Sergey Shkarayev sponsored this project. Dr. Sergey
Shkarayev has done research on MAVs at the University of Arizona and frequently enters his
planes into competitions. His intent in hiring this team to develop this project was to improve the
design he currently uses to enter another MAV competition. Dr. Jonathan Sprinkle sponsored the
project as an electric and computer engineer sponsor to give computer and electrical engineers
the opportunity to work in the field of controls. They are the customers of this project and the
efforts of this project were to improve on the MAV design currently in use in Dr. Sergey’s
aerospace lab.
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2. System Requirements
2.1 Customer Requirements
The Micro-Air Vehicle (MAV) has become popular for use in basic surveillance and
reconnaissance missions. Dr. Shkarayev and Dr. Sprinkle sponsored the Autopilot Integration
into Micro-Air Vehicle project to enhanced the automatic flight control system and integrate into
fixed and flapping wing MAV. Additionally, they wanted the MAV able to perform flight
missions, communicate with the ground station wirelessly, and capable to fly, take-off, and land
in three control modes, which are autonomous, remote controlled, and stability augmentation
modes, by utilizing Paparazzi and General Inertial Navigation Assistant (GINA) autopilots. Also
it was required that Global Positioning system (GPS) is able be utilized to locate the position of
the MAV and its speed. They required that the MAV be capable to measure its attitude by using
IR sensors or Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs). This design chose to use IR sensors. The final
requirement of this project was that the ENGR senior capstone design team coordinates and
collaborates with the AME senior design team on airframe, autopilot integration, and control
design.

2.2 Functional Decomposition
The following is a list of the functional requirements (FR) of the system:
FR-1 MAV uses Paparazzi autopilot which was chosen instead of the Gina design.
FR-2 MAV will be capable to perform flight missions in autopilot mode. The autopilot is ready
to be tuned by an autopilot for this mode, but actually testing of this was not done due to the lack
of a stable airframe. Details are given in the test results sections.
FR-3 MAV is able to established wireless communication link to the ground station and updates
the ground station continuously.
FR-4 MAV will be able to take-off, fly, and land utilizing three modes, autonomous, remote
control, and stability augmentation. Once again, the autonomous mode was not fully tested, but
is ready for tuning by a pilot. The plane can take off using RC and stability augmentation modes.
FR-5 MAV uses infrared sensors (IR) to measure its attitude.
FR-6 MAV is capable of streaming live video feed to the ground station.
FR-7 MAV is capable of downloading flight plans wirelessly.
FR-8 MAV is able to use GPS unit to send coordinates, ground speed, and altitude of the
airplane to the autopilot board.
These are the functions of the system and the design and implementation presented in this paper
fulfills each of those requirements with additional details given for the auto1 mode.
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2.2.1 Functional Diagram of the System

Download Flight
Plan

N

Begin Executing Flight Plan

Check for
connectio

Ye

Send Data

Make Adjustments

Continue Executing

Continue Executing

Receive Instructions
(if sent)
Fig. 2.1. Functional diagram of autopilot system.

The diagram above shows the basic functionality of the system. The system is able to
execute a flight plan. Once the flight plan begins the system checks to see if there is a connection
between the plane’s modem and the ground station. If there is a connection, then the plane sends
data received by the sensors on the plane to the ground station. The ground station takes the data
and sends instructions to adjust the plane’s current flight state (change speed, direction, etc.). If
no connection is detected, the system will keep searching for a signal.
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2.3 Metrics
The table below is a brief summary of the MAV system technical requirement with
corresponding metrics. The target values are the requirements installed in the system as of the
completion of this project.

Technical
Requirement

Importance

Metric

Target Value

Modem

4

Frequency

2.4GHz

Autopilot

4

Performance

Paparazzi

IR Sensors

4

Stability

Full Stability

Battery (Power)

4

Voltage

12V – 12.3 V

Table 2.1. Metric evaluation of Technical Requirements.

3. Summary of PDR Results
3.1 Designs Considered
Three designs were considered during the Preliminary Design Review, which are
Paparazzi, GINA, and Paparazzi+. The main decision to be made is which autopilot will better
meet the requirement: Paparazzi or Gina. Paparazzi+ is an improved version of Paparazzi which
serves as our 3rd design choice.
3.1.1 Design Option 1: Paparazzi
The Paparazzi design uses Tiny v0.99 autopilot board, which utilizes Paparazzi autopilot.
It uses IR sensors to measure the attitude of the aircraft and GPS, which is embedded on
autopilot board, to locate the navigation waypoint and to determine the MAV’s altitude. The
power requirement can be found at Table 2.1. This design utilizes the system functionality
describe in Section 2.2.1.
The advantages for this design are implementation ease where many drivers and a good
simulator already exist and reasonably well documented. Additionally, it implements on-board
processing, which low level control algorithms are implemented without the need of the ground
station, so MAV can still operate without a connection to the ground station.
The disadvantages for this design are the minimal lifetime of battery, unstable attitude
measurements of IR sensors during bad weather, and the weight of the board, which is 54 grams
(22% of total airframe).
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3.1.2 Design Option 2: GINA
The second design option uses the GINA autopilot. The functionality of Gina is similar
to that of paparazzi except that GINA does not implement on-board processing. This allows for
this autopilot to be much lighter than Paparazzi because the calculations are performed by
ground units. This also allows for GINA to run on much lower power. However, this reduces the
flight distance of GINA because if the plane were to travel outside the range of the modem the
controller would cease to function and the plane would lose control.
The GINA autopilot also has support for IMU’s, which Paparazzi lacks. These sensors
are much more reliable than IR sensors (a discussion of this is also presented in section 5:
Hardware)
3.1.3 Design Option 3: Paparazzi+
Paparazzi+ operates the same way as Paparazzi, except by using different hardware
components, an increase in the sensor reliability and adaptability of the Paparazzi design can be
achieved. By making all components outside of the controller external (in Design 1, the GPS was
a part of the controller board) the use of a board called TWOG (tiny without GPS) makes
available several ports to allow for the connection of other peripherals including a GPS. This
way the GPS can be placed on the plane away from other components that also receive signals,
like the modem, to avoid interference. This design still faces obstacles of weight and power, but
in the analysis behind this design choice, the decision was made that Paparazzi+ is the best
design for our requirements.

3.2 Analysis behind Final Design Choice
A trade study was performed on the three designs comparing the different required
criterion of our desired system for each of the designs.
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The following table outlines the outcome of the analysis:

Criterion

Weight

Design 1
(Paparazzi )

Weight

0.2

5

10

5

Power

0.1

5

10

5

Flight Distance

0.2

10

3

10

Sensor Reliability

0.15

5

8

8

Computational
Power

0.15

8

5

8

Adaptability

0.1

5

9

9

Compatibility

0.1

10

5

5

6.95

6.95

7.30

TOTAL

Design 2
(Gina)

Design 3
(Paparazzi+)

Table 3.1. Initial trade study performed on all considered designs, weighed against specified criterion.

3.3. Changes since PDR
Due to the risk analysis, the requirement that we include IMUs in our design became a
desired, but not required. The development time for IMU support could possibly take longer than
can be spent. The current implementation uses IR sensors, and the implementation of IMU
support would be an excellent future work for this project.

4. Top-Level Description
4.1. System Overview
The top-level design of the overall system can be illustrated pictorially as well as through
simple explanation of the behavior of the subsystems and how they fit together to make the
larger system work.
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Fig.4.1. Airframe deesign: Zagi, thee brown box reppresents the sizze of the batterry

The
T diagramss show the teest airframe give for use in testing off this projectt. This airfraame
is called a Zagi. It haas compartm
ments to hold all the compponents of thhe autopilot..

Fig. 4.2
2. Exploded view of aircraft with
w componen
nts: Brown boxx represents thhe battery. The green box on tthe
bottom rig
ght is the contrroller. The greeen box on the bbottom left is thhe speed contrroller.
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Mea
asure
attiitude

Temp
p.
Measure
ement

Manipulatte
Flight
Sensor

Auto
opilot
GPS

Satellite

Mod
dem/
Rec
ceiver

Ground Station

Fligh
ht plan

Fiig. 4.3. System
m overview diag
gram demonstrrating commonn interfaces.

The
T above diaagram, figurre 4.3, demon
nstrates a high-level viewpoint of thhe overall syystem
functionaality. The subsystems, which
w
will bee explained inn future secttions, interacct with each
other on many levelss. The main interface
i
of the
t system iss the autopillot board beccause it is thhe
ommunicatio
on mote; all data sent an
nd received tthroughout system goes tthrough the
central co
autopilott board at som
me point in its
i travels. Constant
C
com
mmunicationn occurs betw
ween the
autopilott and the ground station via
v wireless communicaation. The syystem beginss when the fflight
plan is do
ownloaded from
f
the grou
und station to
t the autopiilot and endss when the fl
flight plan is
completeed when the air vehicle successfully
s
lands.
4.1.1. Keey Terminollogy
Terminollogy essentiaal for undersstanding the design conccept and detaails are the fo
following:
 MAV:
M
Micro-Air Vehiclee
 GCS:
G
Ground
d Control Staation
 Telemetry:
T
a technology that
t allows remote
r
meassurement andd reporting oof informatioon
 GCC:
G
GNU Compiler
C
Co
ollection
 GUI:
G
graphical user interfface
 SITL: software in the loop
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HITL: hardware in the loop

5. Hardware
The system is an autopilot system including peripherals, integrated into a MAV. This
system can operate in three control modes: remote control, autonomous, and stability
augmentation. In implementing this design, hardware peripherals were chosen and this section
outlines those peripherals and their functionality

5.1 Sub-assemblies
The hardware is divided into multiple subsystems which will further be discussed in the
following sections. The subsystems include autopilot, supported peripherals, and data
communication.
5.1.1 Autopilot
The autopilot that is utilized is Paparazzi. The Paparazzi Autopilot is supported by an
autopilot board in which it programmed onto and ran off of. The board used in this system is the
Paparazzi TWOG v1.1. This board allows for the autopilot to communicate back and forth with
the ground station via the data links, as well as interact with the supported peripherals. The
autopilot is the main assembly in the way that it serves as the central interface for all hardware
connections and is considered the main part of the system design. Being the central interface, the
autopilot board contains all ports necessary for external connections.
5.1.2 Peripherals
The peripherals of the autopilot are classified as a subsystem due to the fact that they
encompass a large part of the necessary information used by the autopilot to function. The
peripherals used in this implementation include: GPS, sensors (inertial measurement units or
infrared), video camera, servos, speed controller, and battery. As described earlier, this
implementation was favored due to the extensive use of peripherals, mainly the external GPS.
This is because it allows for greater versatility so that the system can easily be adjusted to use
different peripherals. By utilizing peripherals as opposed to onboard hardware, it allows for
adjustment and easy changes in components.
As mentioned, the peripheral units supply the main autopilot board with the necessary
information for successful flight. For example, when the sensors take measurements based on
the planes elevation and stability, the data is sent back to the autopilot board where it is evaluated
and the flight can be adjusted accordingly if necessary. Another important secondary component,
the GPS, constantly track the planes position coordinates to ensure the flight plan is being
followed correctly. The GPS coordinates are also used to track the MAV. All information sent
back and forth between the ground station and the autopilot is sent via the wireless data
communication link.
ENGR 498 - Team 4799
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5.1.3 Data Communication
The modem and receiver are responsible for the wireless data communication between
the ground station and autopilot. These components are very important and must remain in their
specific range to perform properly. These components do raise concern due to the specific
operating conditions they have. The modem operates at a frequency of 2.4GHz which is a
common frequency for data communication, and therefore risks interference with other elements
running on the same frequency such as the video communication link. This is assessed later in
the risk analysis.

5.2 Components

Component

Description

Airframe

EPP foam, Balsa, Kevlar

Motor/Propeller

Hyperion Z2205-34 (5x5in)

3-cell LiPo Battery

Thunder Power 730mAh

Autopilot

Paparazzi TWOG v1.0

2-Axis Gyroscope

ADXRS613

Micro servos (x2)

Cirrus-5.4

Modem

LT2510 2.4GHz

Speed Controller/Receiver

Phoenix/PENTA 5

External GPS

Paparazzi GPS13 V0.90

IR Sensor

Paparazzi IR double v1.1

Table 5.1. List of external hardware components included in design.

5.2.1 Paparazzi TWOG v1.1 Autopilot Board
The autopilot board was the central interface for all external components. Measurements
from sensors and coordinates from the GPS were collected and sent via wireless communication
back to the ground station. The heart of the autopilot board is the LPC2148 microcontroller
located close to the center of the board. This is where all data was sent and received from. To
further examine the internal communication of the autopilot, the following figure provides an
accurate illustration.
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Fig. 5.1.. Architecture of
o TWOGv1.1 Autopilot boaard demonstratiing internal communication oof autopilot board.

Based
B
on figu
ure 5.1, it is evident how
w the autopiloot serves as tthe central innterface of tthe
system. For
F a differen
nt examinatiion of the au
utopilot boarrd, figure 5.22 is a physicaal representaation
of the harrdware, which shows thee different ports
p
that willl be occupieed by the perripheral units, as
well as th
he main com
mponents succh as the miccrocontrollerr.

Fig. 5.2. TWOG v1.0 Autopilot
A
board
d (top view) co
ontaining severa
ral ports for extternal connectiions. The LPC22148
microccontroller is loccated in the cennter of the boarrd.
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5.2.2 Pap
parazzi IR Double
D
v1.1
1
In
nfrared senso
ors, or IR sensors, are co
ommonly us ed for microo air vehicless because theey
supply acccurate meassurements an
nd are compatible with aall autopilot boards. Thee IR sensor
utilized was
w the Papaarazzi IR Do
ouble v1.1 ho
orizontal infr
frared sensorr. A vertical IR sensor w
was
also used
d to determin
ne vertical orrientation. According
A
to Autopilot Inntegration innto Micro-Aiir
Vehicle by
b Dr. Shkarrayev, “the IR
R sensor boaard providess the autopiloot with the aairplane’s rolll
and pitch
h angles baseed on measu
urements of the
t temperatuure differencce between tthe sky and
ground.” This data, when
w
receiveed by the gro
ound station,, is interpreteed to decidee if the anglees
need to be
b adjusted. The
T figure below
b
indicattes the compponents of thhe IR sensor board, and iit is
clear wheere the connection to thee autopilot bo
oard will be .

Fig. 5.3
3. Paparazzi Do
ouble IR v1.1 sensor
s
(compon
nents view). Faar right ports pplaced betweenn “IR2” and “IR
R1”
represent
r
conneection to autoppilot board.

5.2.3 LT
T2510 2.4GH
Hz Modem
The
T modem utilized
u
was a 2.4GHz wireless
w
moduule capable oof 280Kb/s pprocessing
speed. Th
he indoor ran
nge of the modem
m
is 400
0m whereas the outdoor range spanss 4km. The
modem is very lightw
weight as weell as very lo
ow power consumption. The maximuum power
ption is 180m
mA transmittting and 10m
mA receivingg. If the moddem ran at m
maximum
consump
capability
y at 3.3V, th
he maximum
m power conssumed wouldd be 7.73% oof the total ppower of thee
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system. This
T is a very
y low and manageable
m
percentage
p
coonsidering hhow importannt the
transmisssion and receeiving of datta is to this system.
s

Fig. 5.4. LT
T2510 2.4GHzz modem from Laird Technollogies.

5.2.4 Pa
aparazzi GP
PS13 v0.9
The
T external GPS chosen
n to accompaany the TWO
OG autopilott board was tthe Paparazzzi
GPS13 v0.9.
v
This version of the external GPS offers a 4H
Hz position uupdate rate, which is
equivalen
nt to 250ms update time period. Thiss is a sufficieent rate in orrder to have close to connstant
updates on
o the positio
on coordinattes of the plaane in order to monitor tthe flight patth. As all othher
peripheraals, there is a port for a direct
d
connecction to the aautopilot boaard availablee on the GPS
S
card.

Fig. 5.5. Paparazzii GPS13 v0.9 ((bottom view).
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5.2.5 40-Amp Brushless ESC (V2) Speed Controller
The speed controller is the intermediate component between the motor and the autopilot
board. This component controls and adjusts the speed according to elevation and position of the
air vehicle. The input comes from the autopilot board and is based on the measurements of the IR
sensors and this data will either maintain the speed of the aircraft, or indicate that a change in
speed is necessary, either increase or decrease. This was the final speed controller chosen when
the Phoenix PENTA5 Speed Controller could not provide enough power for the size of motor
that is needed to provide the necessary thrust to get the plane airborne.
5.2.6 Three-cell ThunderPower Lithium-Polymer Battery
The battery is the most basic of all hardware components but is also one of the most
important, it provided the power to the system and allowed it to function. The battery used was a
3-cell LiPo battery with a maximum voltage of 12.75V, and 9.9V minimum. This voltage range
provided enough power to the system and was able to supply ample amount of power to all
components because they all run at a specified voltage of which is less than the minimum voltage
of the battery.
5.2.7 Cirrus 5.4 Microservo
The servo was a component of the airframe, but also was considered a hardware
component of the autopilot system because it was directly connected to the autopilot board.
There was one servo located on each wing of the aircraft and they adjust according to the
position of the air vehicle. The servos were also responsible for adjusting the airframe to
maintain stability. A main function was to turn the plane as well as aide in take-off and landing
procedures. As mentioned, they do directly connect to the autopilot board through specific servo
ports indicated as SRV_#.
5.2.7 Hyperion Z2205-34 Motor w/ propeller
The motor and propeller are also mainly airframe components. However, for the same
reasons as the servos, these components are considered in the hardware of the autopilot system.
The propeller is placed on the motor and the motor connects to the board through the speed
controller. The motor must be running in order for the airplane to fly and is controlled by the
speed controller as far as adjusting and/or maintaining constant speed.
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5.3 Interrfaces
The
T interfaces of our projject include human-syste
h
em interfacee, modular innterfaces, and
internal interfaces.
i
The human-sy
ystem interfa
face lies in thhe physical ccommunicatiion between the
user and the autopilo
ot. This occurrs during flig
ght when thee air vehiclee is being floown by remoote
control or
o maneuvereed using way
ypoints prov
vided by the user at the gground statioon. The videoo
link prov
vides anotherr portion of the
t human in
nteraction beecause it alloows the pilott to monitor the
airplane when
w
it is ou
ut of eye sigh
ht.
The
T modular interface, ass mentioned previously, can be thougght of as thee autopilot booard.
This is beecause all ex
xternal modu
ules directly connect to tthe autopilott board and ssend or receiive
vital info
ormation thro
ough the com
mmunication
n between thhen autopilott and the groound station. The
external modules
m
include: GPS, IR
I sensors, modem,
m
receeiver, servoss, speed conttroller, and
battery. For
F a physicaal representaation of this modular inteerface, the fo
following figgures may bee
referenceed.

Fig. 5.6. Actual
A
image of Paparazzi TW
WOG v1.1 inteerface.
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Fig
g. 5.7. Circuit Diagram
D
of Tw
wog Interface

The finall interface to
o be considerred is the intternal interfaaces of the hardware. Thhis lies in thee
circuit scchematics thaat outline thee internal wo
orkings of eaach componnent and how
w they electriically
fit togeth
her. For exam
mple, all com
mponents on the autopiloot board are cconnected too the
microcon
ntroller in the center of th
he board. Ev
ven the exterrnal componnents form ann electrical ppath
to the microcontrolleer when they
y are attached
d to the autoopilot interface.
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Examples of internall interfaces are
a as follow
ws:

Fig. 5.7. Circuit schem
matics demonsttrating various ADC and seriaal inputs to MC
CU.

uit schematics demonstrating servo input poorts (SRV_#) aand connectionn to MCU.
Fig. 5.8. Circu
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5.4 Trade Study
The trade study performed to analyze and determine the best components for the final
design consisted of comparing and contrasting each component on its own and weighing one
option against the other. The components included in the trade study include: sensors (IR vs.
IMU), modem, and the autopilot board (Tiny vs. TWOG).
A general trade study for each design measured against the requirements was the starting
place for the smaller trade studies; each component satisfies a requirement so which component
optimizes each requirement is the goal of the individual studies.
.

IR Sensors

IMU Sensors

Easy to implement

Longer development time

Accurate measurements

More reliable

Ensure working sensors

Implement from scratch

Risk of saturation

Most accurate
Optimal design

Table 5.2. Trade study for external sensors.

The conclusion of this trade study was that IR sensors will be implemented in the first
build to ensure a working system. Once a working system is achieved, the research and time will
be dedicated to developing the IMU sensors and implement these on a later build.

Pros

Cons

Long range (4km outdoors)

Risk of frequency interference (2.4GHz)

Fits size requirements

Longer implementation time

Table 5.3. Trade study for modem.

The result of this trade study was the conclusion that the long range of the modem
outweighed the risk of frequency interference. The interference can be controlled used multiple
channels on the same frequency for the data communication link and video link.
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Pros

Cons

Highly configurable

Weight of system may be greater than
integrated Paparazzi

Less interference between GPS and
communication link

Longer development cycle with introduction
of new hardware

Full use of existing Paparazzi platform

No power reduction compared to integrated
counterpart

Easy adaptability of external hardware
(sensors, GPS)
Table 5.4. Trade study of Paparazzi+ vs. Paparazzi. (TWOG vs. Tiny)

This trade study allowed for the conclusion that a highly configurable system was more
favorable over an integrated design despite the longer development time and risk of heavier
system.
All the previous trade studies were performed in order to choose the hardware
components that will ultimately optimize the design. Although each has pros and cons, the
outcomes of the studies considered the impact of each criteria on the overall design and then
evaluated based on appropriate analysis.

6. Software
The Paparazzi autopilot system heavily relies on the software subsystem for its operation.
The implementation of the control algorithms, the device drivers and the system configurations
are all compiled into a firmware executable. The firmware is then uploaded to non-volatile
memory. Once the system is powered on, the firmware is loaded into RAM and starts execution.
The internal software components of the paparazzi system as well as the user interfaces are
discussed herein.
It is worth noting that this chapter of the report assumes the user has a Debian-based
linux (Ubuntu for instance) with the paparazzi tools installed. Our software was integrated
within this framework. Having the paparazzi tools ensures that all the toolchains required (XML
parsers, GCC cross-compilers, Python interpreters…) are available for use.

6.1 Control System
In order to achieve the desired flight stability and control during flight mission of an
MAV, the control system must be properly design to avoid overturning and effectively influence
the dynamic behavior of the MAV to follow the desired arbitrary position trajectories.
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6.1.1 Flight Stability and Control
This section discusses the flight stability and control of the aircraft by utilizing the Zagi
airframe. The aerodynamic derivative coefficients for the Zagi airframe were determined by
using the Advanced Aircraft Analysis (AAA) software where performed and discussed on [1].
The longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic coefficients and the moments of inertia of the Zagi
airframe are given below.

l

q
e

CD

CL

Cm

0.0215

0.198

0

0.117

3.26

-0.551

0

2.73

-1.25

0.911

0.330

-0.359

Table 6.1. Longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives of Zagi airframe.


p
r
a
r

Cy

Cl

Cn

-0.166

-0.13

0.0501

0.00448
0.1

-0.294
0.0719

-0.03
-0.036

0

0.2

-0.0101

--

--

--

Table 6.2. Lateral aerodynamic derivatives of Zagi airframe.
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Parrameter

Zagi

Wing
W
span
Length
L
Height
H
Wing
W
area
Eleevon area
Win
nglet area
Elev
vator area
Fin
F area
Rudder area
CG locatio
on from the apex
a
Ixx
Iyy
Izz
Ixz
S

59 cm
31 cm
6 cm
885 cm2
300 cm2
80 cm2
---12.7 cm
3.00110-3 kgm
m2
1.33310-3 kgm
m2
4.33210-3 kgm
m2
-2.7010-3 kgm
m2
0.0885m2

Table 6.3. Zaagi MAV Speciifications

To
T understand
d the behaviior of the flig
ght dynamiccs of an aircrraft, the equaations of motion
of rigid body
b
in threee-dimensionaal space is derived,
d
see [[2] for compplete discussiion. The nonnlinear equ
uations of motion
m
for paaper airplanee see Eqn. 6. 1.1, is achievved, see [2],, to calculatee the
velocity, flight path angle,
a
heightt, and range and can be uused to simuulate the behhavior of Zaggi
flight dyn
namics by ussing its own
n aerodynamiic coefficiennts and airfraame specifications.

(66.1.1)

Where V,,
V h, and r are
a the airspeeed, flight path angle, heeight, and raange, respecttively. The
parameteers of this mo
odel are contained in thee drag coeffiicient CD, lifft coefficientt CL, air denssity 
(1.225 kg
g/m3 at sea leevel), reference area S, mass
m m, andd accelerationn due to gravvity, g = 9.8807
2
m/s , see [2] for full derivation.
The
T Zagi airfr
frame specifiications are used
u
to simuulate its behaavior by utiliizing Eqn. 6.1.1.
The totall weight of th
he airplane is
i 261g with sweptback w
wing aspect ratio of 3.933. The anglee of
attack is trimmed at 2.6
2 at the fllight speed of
o 16m/s.
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The
T flight dyn
namics are simulated
s
usiing Matlab, see Appenddix 2, in two conditions,
which aree equilibrium
m glide and oscillating
o
glide.
g
The eqquilibrium gllide uses the maximum
lift/drag ratio
r
of the airframe
a
to calculate
c
the flight path aangle while tthe oscillatinng glide set tthe
flight patth angle to zero. The inittial condition
n for equilibbrium glide is [V  h r]T = [16 -0.03229 10
0]T and th
he initial con
ndition for oscillating
o
gllide is as folllows [V  h rr]T = [24 -0..0329 10 0]T. The
behavior of the Zagi airframe is simulated
s
at 16m/s for e quilibrium gglide and 24m
m/s for
oscillatin
ng glide to deetermine thee behavior off flight dynaamics for Zaggi.
Figure 6.1 demonstrates that
t the Zagii flight dynam
mics achieveed a constannt-angle desccent
at the trim
m speed of 16m/s
1
and deesired angle of attack whhile the oscilllation occurrred at high
speed with an initial condition off zero for flig
ght path anggle. In figure 6.2, the veloocity, flight path
angle, alttitude, and raange are sim
mulated over time to deteermine the beehavior of thhe flight
dynamicss in given co
onditions. Th
he equilibriu
um glide of thhe flight dynnamic achievved a stable
flight con
ndition on a given initiall conditions while the osscillating glidde achieved oscillation oon
each cateegory due to its high speed and undeesired flight ppath angle an
and angle of attack.

Fig. 6.1. Sim
mulation output of flight dynam
mics behavior of Zagi airfram
me.
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Fig
g. 6.2. Simulatiion output of fllight dynamicss behavior of Z
Zagi airframe.

6.2 Conttrol Design
n
The
T control design
d
is imp
plemented by
y using Matllab/SIMULIN
INK to easilyy compute thhe
complex algorithm an
nd flight dyn
namics of th
he system. Thhe PID contrroller is desiign to controol the
behavior of the roll-tto-aileron dy
ynamic of thee Zagi airfraame. The conntinuous system of the P
PID
controller is designed
d by determiining the beh
havior of thee system dynnamics of thee Zagi airfraame
on root lo
ocus diagram
m. Once the PID controlller in continu
nuous system
m achieved thhe stability, iit is
expressed
d in discrete system by utilizing
u
Forward-Euler’ s method orr Tustin’s meethod, whichh is
used for this
t report.
6.2.1 PID
D Controller
The
T Paparazzzi autopilot board
b
utilizess a Proportioonal-Integrall-Derivative (PID) contrroller
for wayp
point navigattion and attittude control. PID controlller is a wideely used conntroller in
automation industry because
b
of itts straightforrward impleementation bby simply adjjusting the P
PID
d to know thee system dynnamics of thhe process. H
However, forr this
controller gains without the need
design, th
he flight dyn
namics of thee Zagi airfraame were dettermined by integrating the first ordeer of
differentiial equation,, where discu
ussed furtherrmore in [2]. The PID coontroller is a three-term
controller and each teerm contribu
utes on desirred behaviorr of the proceess. The charracteristics oof
PID conttrollers are discussed
d
at [4].
[ The Prop
portional conntroller will have the efffect of reduccing
the rise tiime and willl reduce, butt never elimiinate, the steeady-state errror while ann integral
controller will have the
t effect of eliminating the steady sstate, but it m
may make the transient
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response worse where a derivative control will have the effect of increasing the stability of the
system, reducing the overshoot, and improving the transient response [4].
The PID controller is designed on continuous system by using Eqn. (1),

GC (s)  K P 

K s  z1 s  z2 
KI
 KD s  D
s
s

(1).

The PID controller in continuous system obtained by using Eqn. (1) is converted into
discrete system by using the Forward-Euler method in Eqn. (2),

 T T 


T 
T
uk   uk 1  K 1  D ek   1 2 D ek 1  D ek  2 (2).

T 
T

 TI T 
The continuous PID controller obtained from Eqn. (1) is also approximated using the
trapezoid-rule substitution, also known as Tustin’s method, is utilized to express continuous
system into discrete system, see Eqn. (3),

H ss 2 z1 
T z 1

a
a
 H z  
s a
2 z 1
 a
 
T z  1

(3).

6.2.2 Longitudinal Dynamics of Zagi airframe
The primary interest of this report is to design the PID controller for longitudinal
dynamics by determining the aerodynamics of the Zagi airframe and apply its measured values
for control design. Once the stability and control derivatives are computed, they are then
integrated with the mass, geometric, and inertial properties to obtain the equations of motion in
state-space form for each of the longitudinal and lateral motion [1], a detailed discussion of this
subject is discussed and given at [1] and [2].
The transfer function for the roll-to-aileron is expressed in continuous system; see Eqn.
(4),

506.4s2  4692s  6.226 105


a s4  23.11s3  1581s2  2.777 104 s  8715

(4).

The discrete transfer function for the roll-to-aileron is also expressed by employing the
zero-order-hold to convert the plant from continuous system into discrete system, see Eqn. (5),
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1.819z 3  0.4151z 2  0.842z  0.446


a z 4 1.267z 3  0.8534z 2  0.6371z  0.05568

(5).

6.2.3 System Requirements
The control algorithm has to satisfy the bandwidth of the system to alleviate the time
delay when processing the control laws. An external hardware oscillator where a timer is called
in the main loop of the autopilot with periodic tasks executed at 60Hz. All of the system
requirements and characteristics were investigated at [1] where the infrared sensors provide
measured data at rates of 20Hz while the outer navigation loop operates at 4Hz. The inner loops
for controlling the roll and pitch attitude of the vehicle can be designed for 20Hz sampling rate.
The commands that are sent to the servos to deflect control surfaces are operating at 20Hz while
the bandwidth of the servomotor has approximately 8.5Hz. The control design must satisfy the
bandwidth given. For example, the control law must actuate the servomotor less than the given
frequency or 125ms to meet the performance requirement.
6.2.4 Software Tools
In order to successfully observe and analyze the control design, Matlab 7.10.0 is the
analytical software application that is used.
6.2.5 PID Controller Design
There are different ways to implement and design a PID controller and one of them is
pole-zero mapping, which is utilized and discussed for this design. By using the pole-zero
mapping procedure, the control design is performed by mapping zeros and poles of the system
dynamics and the desired locations for zeros and poles of the controller on root locus by
conforming to system requirements, see Section 1.3. Detailed calculation of natural frequency,
damping ration, settling time, error state and others are discussed in [3]. Knowledge of control
theory is sometimes sufficient to approximate the desired controller values for zeros and poles by
looking at the root locus, which is executed for this design.
6.2.5.1 Continuous System
The behavior of the system dynamics of the Zagi airframe in continuous system is
determined by utilizing Matlab and using Eqn. (4) to plot the root locus diagram, see Fig. 6.3,
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Fig. 6.3. Root locus of the plant, longgitudinal dynam
mics.

In
n Fig. 6.1, th
he system itself is stable because the open-loop zzeros and pooles of the syystem
are locateed on the lefft-hand side of the root lo
ocus diagram
m, which is tthe ideal location of the
zeros and
d poles of an
ny system. The system haas zeros at -4434.7563i and poles att 2.25333
38.5518i, -18
8.2838, and -0.3196. Thee root locus diagram of tthe plant dem
monstrates tthat
when thee gain of the system apprroaches infin
nity so is thee two poles loocated at -2..253338.55518i
will apprroach infinity
y.
The
T pole-zero
o mapping iss introduced in Fig. 6.3 tto design thee desired PID
D controller to
achieve the
t system reequirements, see Fig. 6.4
4,
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Fig. 6.4. Ro
oot Locus of th
he plant, Eq. 4, and controllerr, Eq. 1.

n Fig. 6.4, th
he behavior of
o the plant with
w a PID ccontroller is stable by chhoosing
In
appropriaate values fo
or zeros. Thee chosen zero
o values are -18.2383 annd -18.50, whhich one of tthe
zeros of the
t PID conttroller canceels one pole of
o the plant. The open-looop zeros annd poles of thhe
plant and
d controller are
a located on
o the left-haand side of thhe plane, whhich is the deesired and iddeal
location. We can see from the diaagram that any
a values off gain the zeeros and polees of the systtem
ne.
will remaain on the left-hand sign of the s-plan
To
T test the deesigned contrroller and th
he plant, a steep response,, input signall, with amplitude
of 1 is ussed to test the closed-loo
op behavior of
o the plant aand the contr
troller, see Fig. 6.5.
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Fig. 6.5. Closed
d-loop step resp
ponse signal off the plant withh controller.

Let’s
L
assume that the step
p response siignal is the ccommanded input signall to deflect bboth
ailerons of
o the Zagi airframe
a
to achieve
a
a ban
nk angle of 11. The simuulated outputt response off the
system, shown
s
in Fig
g. 15, has 3.5
54% of oversshoot at 13.33ms while thhe system acchieved an
amplitud
de of ~1.02 with
w 25.5ms settling timee and steady--state error oof zero. The system’s ouutput
has 4.26m
ms rise time,, which the controller
c
acctuates the seervomotor faast enough too satisfy ourr
system reequirements, see Section
n 1.3.
D
Systtem
6.2.5.2 Discrete
The
T behaviorr of the flightt dynamics of
o the Zagi aairframe wass also evaluaated by plottiing
the open--loop poles and
a zeros off Eqn. (5) usiing the root llocus diagraam of Matlabb [6], see Figg.
6.6. The continuous system
s
dynaamics of the plant is convverted into ddiscrete systeem using thee
H.
zero-ordeer-hold, ZOH
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Fig. 6.6.
6 Discrete ro
oot-locus of thee plant, longituudinal dynamiccs, at Ts=0.125ss.

The
T root locu
us diagram fo
or discrete sy
ystem has itss stability reegion in unit circle, as shhown
with dash
hed lines in Fig.
F 6.6. In this
t figure, th
he open-loopp zeros and ppoles of the plant are alll
inside off the stability
y region with
h sampling tiime of Ts = 1125ms, whicch determineed the plant, Eqn.
4, is stable in discretee system as well.
w Howev
ver, if the gaain of the plaant crosses thhe unit circlee
boundary
y, the plant reaches
r
the unstable
u
statee. When the gain increasses and crosssed the unit
circle staability region
n, the poles at
a -0.5190.8
861i are the borderline oof the stabilitty region. Thhe
open-loop zeros are 0.09970.40
0
05i, -0.4377 and
a the polees are 0.080330.7502i, 0.9608, 0.10117.
The
T PID conttroller in con
ntinuous systtem, see Eqnn. 1, is expreessed in disccrete system
using Tustin’s metho
od or bilinearr transformaation, see Eqqn. 3. The disscrete PID controller dessign
herein is optimized to
o alleviate th
he error betw
ween continuuous and discrete system
ms.
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Fig. 6.7. Discrete root-llocus of the plaant with controoller.

Adding
A
the PID controlleer values into
o the plant w
with a sampliing time of TS = 1/8
demonstrrate, see Fig. 6.7, the maarginal stabillity of the PIID controllerr and plant inn discrete syystem
because two
t poles arre in -1 and 1,
1 which are located in bboundary reggion of stabillity, unit circcle.
To achiev
ve asymptottically stabiliity of the sysstem, the sam
mpling time can be increease to 30 tim
mes
the required bandwid
dth or until th
he stability of
o the system
m is achievedd. The open--loop poles oof
Fig. 6.7 are
a -1, 1, 0.9
9608, 0.08030.7502i, an
nd 0.1017 annd zeros are 0.09970.74405i, -0.4377,0.0725, and
a -0.0666.
The
T closed-lo
oop discrete system is saampled at TS = 1/2400 too achieve a sttable simulaation
output, as shown in Fig.
F 6.8. Thee open-loop poles
p
of Fig.. 6.8 are -1, 1, 0.99890.01601i, 0.9999,
and 0.992
24 while thee zeros are -0
0.9981, 0.99800.0145i, 0.9924, andd 0.9923. Thhe changed inn
sampling
g time affectss the location
n of the open
n-loop zeross and poles oof the PID coontroller andd
plant. Th
he simulation
n outputs forr continuous and discretee systems aree plotted on same graph to
show thee approximattion of discreete system to
o satisfy the continuous system, as sshown in Figg. 6.9.
The simu
ulation outpu
ut demonstraates that the continuous cconversion iinto discrete achieved thhe
stability of
o the system
m and accepttable approx
ximation valuues on two ddomains, conntinuous andd
discrete. To see the clear
c
comparrison in Fig. 6.9, see Apppendix A-1.
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Fig. 6.8
8. Closed-loop step response of the plant annd controller inn discrete systeem.

Fig.
F 6.9. Closed
d-loop step ressponse of the plant and controoller in continuuous and discreete system.
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6.3 Flight Simulation
FlightGear is open-source software supported by the Paparazzi software and its
community. The simulation of the behavior of the designed control system is achieved by
utilizing FlightGear.
6.3.1 FlightGear and Paparazzi GCS
FlightGear is used for flight simulation to determine the behavior of designed PID control
system parameters. The Paparazzi GCS (ground control station) communicates with the
FlightGear application to simulate the real-time behavior of the air-vehicle during autonomous
flight. The flight plan is created to observe the behavior of the plane on different waypoints.
Additional parameters are added to the Paparazzi GCS and FlightGear settings.
6.3.2 FlightGear and Paparazzi GCS Simulation
The airframe file, see Appendix A-4-1, is created to define the settings of the control
parameters and for other necessary components. Alongside with the airframe file, the flight plan,
see Appendix A-4-2, is configured to select the desired waypoints on certain areas.
The figure, see below, was the real-time simulation of the plane’s roll behavior during
autonomous flight. Deducing from the simulation, there were delays and small errors, which was
expected, between the desired and actual behavior of the roll-to-aileron dynamics.
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Fig
gure 6.10. Flig
ght Gear Simulaation Output

6.4 Deviice Drivers
Device
D
Driveers are the inttermediate in
nterface betw
ween the harrdware and tthe softwaree in
standalon
ne systems. They are im
mplemented in
i C and are compiled ass part of the firmware
executable. Device drivers
d
are also an integraal part of thee control sysstem as they translate thee
control commands in
nto physical changes in the target harrdware and rread in sensoor values thaat the
ystem requirres as input. Most of ourr device incluude initializaation and resset functionss as
control sy
well as dat
d acquisitio
on functions specific to each
e
device ((sensor) beinng interfacedd. Some devvices
like the GPS
G required
d additional configuratio
on which waas be done thhru special fuunctions.
Modems also requireed special co
onsiderationss as their datta acquisitionn code is devvie specific.
For each deviice driver in our system, we have a sspecial makeefile to comppile that drivver.
This help
ped in the deevelopment of
o drivers ind
dependentlyy of each othher and madee the firmwaare
section of
o our airfram
me file (see next
n section)) much easieer and preserrved the moddular nature of
the code.. It also allow
wed for a staandard high level
l
makefiile even if drrivers needed to be channged
for a speccific device or device weere removed
d from the syystem. The hhigh-level maakefile has bbeen
provided
d in appendix
x A-5.
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Drivers for GPS were provided by the vendor (ubox). Other common paparazzi autopilot
drivers such as IR sensor drivers and motor drivers were provided in the paparazzi distribution
and required minimum modifications to meet our needs. Other devices, on the other hand,
required significant driver changes and hence have been listed in Appendix A-6.

6.5 Configuration Files
The paparazzi system relies on configuration files to gather user information regarding
the hardware utilized, airframe specifications, and flight plans before proceeding to generating an
executable for the target plane. The following configuration files are required: airframe file,
flight plan, settings, radio and telemetry and will discuss each of them in separate sections. All
the configuration files are written in XML.
During Compilation, C header files (*.h files) are generated based on these user-specified
configuration files. These header files are then included in the appropriate driver/control source
files where needed allowing for seamless transition from abstract user-requirements to program
constants without editing individual files. This approach is less error-prone and very efficient
from a developer’s and end-user’s prospective alike.

6.5.1 Airframe Model
The airframe configuration file contains the hardware and software settings for an
aircraft. It is made up of two sections, the XML section and the firmware section. The XML
section contains all the definitions for the commands, servos, gyroscopes, operating commands
(RC manual, RC auto, and autopilot commands), horizontal control, vertical control, radio
control, telemetry, and GPS. The firmware section contains references to device-specific
makefiles, compilation flags and cross-compiler options. Source code is listed in appendix A-11.
6.5.2 Flight plan
The flight plan configuration file contains a formal definition of a structured flight plan.
A flight plan is made of blocks, sectors, includes, waypoints and exceptions. The autopilot uses
the information provided during an autonomous flight to carry on its flight mission. Source code
is listed in appendix A-4-2.
6.5.3 Settings
The settings configuration file defines parameter values for operating the aircraft and
tuning it. Source code is listed in appendix A-4-3.
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6.5.4 Radio
The radio configuration file includes definitions that map specific commands on the transmitter
to functions to be performed by the aircraft. Source code is listed in appendix A-1-4.
6.5.5 Telemetry
The telemetry configuration file allows us to define how often we would like the aircraft to
report certain messages back to the ground station. Example messages we are interested in would
be IR sensor readings, GPS coordinates and airspeed. Source code is listed in appendix A-1-5.

6.6 Interfaces
6.6.1 Internal interfaces
The diagram below illustrates the interactions between the different software components. The
external sensors (purple boxes) are controlled by their respective device drivers. The drivers
transmit the collected data to the state estimator (orange box) which converts it into more
meaningful data tailored for the requirements of the controller (yellow boxes) it is transferred to.
The controllers analyze the real data provided by the state estimator and compare it to the data
provided by the flight plan controller. The controllers then compute the adjusted pitch, roll and
throttle values and send them to the stabilisation controller and slew-rate limiter which send
specific commands to the actuators. The controllers are discussed in more detail in the control
algorithms section and the device drivers operation is explained in the device drivers section.
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Fig.6.11. Excerpt of an
n XML aircraftt configurationn file

6.6.2 Pap
parazzi Cen
nter
The
T Paparazzzi Center is a graphical user
u interfacee (GUI) that allows the uuser to easilyy
configuree, compile, and
a upload th
he firmware to the autoppilot board. The Paparazzzi Center iss
designed
d for use on Debian-base
D
d Linux disttributions, inncluding the popular Ubuuntu distribuution.
The Papaarazzi Autop
pilot is capab
ble of runnin
ng on variouss Paparazzi aautopilot cirrcuit boards.
These bo
oards are dessigned to be placed
p
on an
ny airframe. It is the dessigner’s respponsibility too
properly configure th
he software according
a
to their projecct’s needs annd hardware specificationns
and desig
gn the airfram
me with the autopilot bo
oard specific ations in minnd. The Papparazzi boardd is
programm
med by firm
mware. The Running
R
Ageents and Connsole sectionns of the Papparazzi Centter
provide feedback
f
to the
t user abou
ut what the program
p
is ddoing and errrors it is enccountering iff any.
The Papaarazzi Centerr also allowss the user to run softwar e in the loopp (SITL) sim
mulations as well.
These sim
mulations are discussed in more detaail in the testting and anaalysis sectionn. Besides, T
The
Paparzzi center can launch the Ground
G
Contrrol Station (G
GCS) in casse of a real fflight or a
hardwaree in the loop simulation.
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Fig.6.16
6. Screenshot of
o the Paparazzzi Center softw
ware

6.6.3 Gro
ound Contrrol Station
The
T Ground Control
C
Centter is used to
o monitor thee status of thhe vehicle, m
make adjustm
ments
to the con
nrol parametters and issu
ue high-levell commands.. It is the offficial commuunication portal
betweeen
n the aircraftt and the pilo
ot on the gro
ound. The maain screen caan show eithher a video ffeed
from a caamera or a Google
G
Mapss view of thee vehicle's loocation. Theere are buttonns available for
high-leveel commandss like "takeo
off" and "lan
nd.” Menus aare also availlable to makke in-flight tuuning
of the con
ntrol parameeters if the aircraft is beiing flown onn RC mode, oor semi-autoonomous moode.
The grou
und station caan also prov
vide useful reeal-time messsages transm
mitted via thhe modem froom
the autop
pilot. These messages
m
co
ontain sensorr values for eevery sensorr on board. T
This feature w
was
really hellpful during the calibratiion of the sensors as welll as the testiing. More deetails on thiss
feature will
w be discusssed in the teesting section.
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Fig.6.17
7. Screenshot of
o the Paparazzzi Center softw
ware

The
T Ground Control
C
Centter is used to
o monitor thee status of thhe vehicle, m
make
adjustmeents to the co
onrol parameeters and issu
ue high-leveel commandss. It is the offficial
communication portaal betweeen the aircraft and
a the pilott on the grouund. The maiin screen cann
show eith
her a video feed
f
from a camera
c
or a Google Mapps view of thhe vehicle's llocation. Thhere
are buttons available for high-lev
vel command
ds like "takeeoff" and "lannd.” Menus are also
availablee to make in--flight tuning
g of the conttrol parameteers if the airccraft is beingg flown on R
RC
mode, orr semi-autono
omous modee.

T
6.7 Anallysis and Testing
6.7.1 Sofftware in the loop simu
ulation
Software in th
he loop simu
ulation is thee initial pahsse of softwarre testing cyccle. It will be run
in the sim
mulation mod
de of the Ground Contro
ol Station. Thhe simulatedd aircraft willl be given a
flight plaan, and its beehavior will be observed
d in the simullator. First, the aircraft must follow
w the
given flig
ght plan and
d successfully
y perform th
he various hiigh level funnctions. Thiss will verify the
validity of
o the flight plan.
p
Secon
ndly, the accu
uracy of the control algoorithms mustt be tested. This
will be done by obserrving how closely the aiircraft follow
ws the given waypoints aand adjusts its
speed and
d manoeuvers according
gly. The tim
me required too complete tthe mission aand the path
followed
d in travelling
g thru all thee waypoints will will dettermine the ssuccess of thhis test.
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6.7.2 Hardware in the loop simulation
Hardware in the loop (HITL) simulation is the second phase of our software testing
cycle. It runs the control algorithms and executes the flight plan on the actual Paparazzi autopilot
board without connecting peripherals as they are simlated and fake data is provided to the conrtol
alogorithms, Hence, the name of the simulation, Hardware in the loop. This allows for a more
realistic simulation environment. It also helps solve the dilemma of device drivers testing since
they can be validated before they are used to test for faulty hardware. Finally, some basic flight
tests must be performed to ensure the validity of the airframe model definitions. If the system
can pass this testing phase and the hardware has been tested, then our system is ready for a real
test mission.

7. System Performance Analysis
Built into the system requirements is the operating condition requirement. This
requirement explains how the air vehicle needed to have successful flight both indoors and
outdoors. The ability to fly indoors requires different specifications than to fly outdoors,
therefore is the reason why the operating condition was considered in the complete system
performance analysis. A trade study has been done which evaluated all designs considered in the
preliminary design review, which can be found in section 3. The trade study evaluated each
design against the specified criterion in both indoor and outdoor environments.

Criterion

Weight

Design 1
(Paparazzi )

Design 2
(Gina)

Design 3
(Paparazzi+)

Weight

0.30

5

10

5

Power

0.10

5

10

5

Flight Distance

0.05

10

3

10

Sensor Reliability

0.05

5

8

8

Computational Power

0.30

8

5

8

Adaptability

0.10

3

10

10

Compatibility

0.10

10

5

5

6.45

7.55

6.80

TOTAL

Table 7.1. Indoor Priorities Requirements Review
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Criterion

Weight

Design 1
(Paparazzi )

Design 2
(Gina)

Design 3
(Paparazzi+)

Weight

0.1

5

10

5

Power

0.2

5

10

5

Flight Distance

0.2

10

3

10

Sensor Reliability

0.15

5

8

8

Computational Power

0.15

8

5

8

Adaptability

0.1

5

9

9

Compatibility

0.1

10

5

5

6.95

6.95

7.30

TOTAL

Table 7.2. Outdoor Priorities Requirements Review.
As seen in the above tables, the final design Paparazzi+ achieved the highest score only
on the outdoor priority. However, because of its decent score on inside priorities, this satisfied
the requirements in the best way possible. Although this was not the final deciding factor, it is
important in the performance analysis because how the system performs in different
environments is a concern to be addressed when designing and analyzing the overall system.
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8. Development Plan
The development plan consisted of three build phases: independent component phase,
remote control flight phase, and a fully integrated autonomous flight phase. The first phase was
the implementation and testing of each hardware unit with the controller to test for correct
functionality, verification of correct behavior, and verification of the correct connection of
signals between the controller and the external peripheral. The following table shows the
components that were connected and tested with the controller without connecting other devices
to the controller.

Component

Build Description

Controller

Verify the correct pin connections for each peripheral to be connected to the
controller. The testing of this unit will be done for each component
connected. The verification of the functionality of the other components with
the correct functionality of the controller.

Speed Controller

Connect the correct pins to the main controller. Verify that the speed
controller arms by giving 3 distinct beeping sounds. This will indicate the
controller is connected correctly.

Servos

First, test the servos with a servo tester. Connect the servos to the controller
and verify the correct pins are connected.

Modem and
Ground station

Connect the correct pins to the controller. To test for correct functionality,
run the ground station and verify that the ground station can detect the
modem when it is plugged into the controller and is connected to a power
source. The ground station should be able to detect a new plane and this
would verify the correct implementation for this unit.

IR sensors

Connect to the controller and verify that the correct pins are connected.
Verify that the readings the controller receives through the IR sensor are
correct readings to verify this unit is implemented correctly.

GPS

Connect to the controller and verify the correct pins are being used. We will
verify this unit functions by taking the controller outside and testing if the
GPS can detect and receive data from GPS satellites to receive correct data.

IMU

Connect to the controller and verify that the correct pins are connected.
Verify that the readings the controller receives through the IMU sensor are
correct readings to verify this unit is implemented correctly.
Table 8.1. Build development plan.

In build 1, code implementations for how the controller interacts with each peripheral
were implemented. The verification of correct implementation in software was verified by the
tests as described in the table. The goal of build 1 was to accomplish correct communication and
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functionaality of the controller
c
to each of the additional
a
haardware unitts that were uused in the
design off the autopilo
ot.
Build
B
2 was the
t first test integrating
i
the
t controlleer, servos andd speed conttroller
functionaality. This bu
uild did not use
u any of th
he sensors beecause it willl be a remotte control fliight
test. An RC
R receiver was connectted to the co
ontroller in aaddition to thhe servos andd speed
controller. The correcct pin conneections for th
he RC receivver were veriified. Power was conneccted
to the con
ntroller and using a remo
ote control we
w performeed a test flighht. The correect functionaality
of the serrvos and speeed controlleer to comman
nds verified that these unnits are funcctioning propperly.
This wass especially important
i
forr testing the speed contrroller becausse up to this ppoint the speeed
controller was only teested to see that it armed
d correctly. T
The ability tto send comm
mands to adjjust
the speed
d on the prop
peller gave definite
d
veriffication of thhe correct funnctionality oof the speed
controller and preparred the projeect to proceed
d towards thhe first autonnomous flighht.
Build
B
3 is thee final build, and autonom
mous flight iis the goal of this build. The code foor
controllin
ng the plane based on inputs of senso
ors and the fflight plan w
were implemented. This bbuild
included the implemeentation of a PID contro
oller with corrrect parameeters for the aairframe
intended for the autopilot. Upon implementin
ng the controol algorithm
m, all componnents will bee
connected to the conttroller and a flight plan will
w be creatted and loadeed onto the bbase station. The
controller will be pro
ogrammed an
nd the plane will be testeed in autonoomous flight.. The ability of
the planee to follow th
he steps in th
he flight plan
n will verify that the autoopilot designn has been
implemen
nted correctlly. Note thatt this test waas not perform
rmed fully; pplease see thee results of tthe
acceptance test plan. Those partss of the requiirement that say they “w
will be” fulfillled are goinng to
be fulfilleed during su
ummer 2011,, after the su
ubmission off this report, for the Univversity of
Arizona MAV
M
club.
The
T final builld was madee complete with
w all integr
grated compoonents workiing properlyy and
simultaneeously to pro
oduce the fin
nal result preepared for fuuture testing and projectss. Below is tthe
final prod
duct.
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Figurre 8.1. Close up
u view of auto
opilot system (ttop). Full planee view of systeem and componnents (bottom).

9.0 Requirements Revieew
System Requireme
R
ent

(Paparaazzi)

R/Q #

Description

Scoree

201

The system
m shall be ablle to take off
ff to begin fliight

Yes

202

Th
he system must
m be able to
t fly based on a flight pplan of
waypoints

Ready for
Pilot testing

203

The systeem will be ab
ble to land aautonomouslly

Yes

204

The system will bee able to idenntify targets

Untestted

The system
m will be ab
ble to hover ffor 10 seconnds

Ready for
pilot Tessting

Th
he system wiill maintain optimum
o
staability duringg flight

Ready for
pilot Tessting

205
206

Table 10.1. Reeview of System
m Requiremennts versus desiggn choice.
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9.1 Acceptance Test Plan
Each of the components was configured individually and then tested together as a system
in the following test cases. All component and sub-system level tests were successful, including
manual and autonomous manipulation of servos, attitude estimation, location and speed
estimation, and radio communication with a ground station.

Test Case: 1.01

Functional Group: 1

Name: Team 4799

Build 1

Test Scenario Objective: Test all hardware components of Build 1
Instructions: Follow steps to connect and test hardware during initial build process.
Pre-test Conditions: Make sure all components to be tested are present in working area, and all equipment
necessary for testing is in working conditions.
STEP

COMPONENT

ACTION

EXPECTED RESULT

P/F

1

Speed Controller

Connect the correct pins to main board.

Verify that the speed
controller arms by giving 3
distinct beeps.

P

2

Servos

First test using servo tester, then connect to
the controller and verify the correct
orientation of pins

Servos will arm by
moving/adjusting slightly

P

3

Modem/
Ground Station

Boot up the ground station and verify that
the ground station can detect the modem
when it is plugged into the controller and
connected to a power source.

The ground station should be
able to detect a new plane.

P

A4

IR Sensors

Connect to the controller and verify that
the correct pins are connected.

Verify that the readings the
controller receives through the
IR sensor are correct readings.

P

GPS

Connect to the controller and verify the
correct pins are being used. Take controller
outside to see if the GPS can detect and
receive data from GPS satellites.

GPS detects, receives, and
transmits correct coordinates
to controller.

P

5
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Test Case: 2.01

Functional Group: 2

Name: Team 4799

Build 2

Test Scenario Objective: Complete function test of Build 2
Instructions: Connect all peripherals to the main controller as was tested and verified in build 1 – Test case 1.01.

Pre-test Conditions: Make sure all components to be tested are present in working area, and all equipment
necessary for testing is in working conditions.
STEP

COMPONENT

1

RC antenna

2

Speed Controller

3

ACTION

EXPECTED RESULT

P/F

Connect the RC antenna to the main
controller. Verify correct pin connections
with TWOG schematic
Increase throttle on remote control. Verify
that the speed of propeller changes as
expected

Correctly connected antenna –
will be verified in the next
steps

P

Increase throttle should yield
an increase in thrust on plane

P

The servos should move
accordingly, opposite to each
other (one turns “up” the other
turns “down”)

P

Servos

Steer the plane left/right

COMMENTS

Further system-level testing, such as an autonomous flight, requires configuration of
certain aerodynamic parameters that must be determined experimentally during flight tests.
These flights require a stable, balanced airframe and an experienced pilot. Unfortunately, these
requirements fall outside the scope of the project and expertise of the members.
Due to this circumstance, final system testing of augmented stability (Auto 1) and fully
autonomous flights (Auto 2) were not possible. However, the tests that were performed show
that all components and sub-systems of the autopilot system are operational and ready for final
implementation by an experienced pilot.

Expected Result

Performance

R/Q #

Description

Score

Remote Control
(Manual)

Servos and speed controller react to
remote control appropriately

Successful

Augmented
(Auto 1)

Autopilot stabilizes the plane as the pilot
controls it

Ailerons respond to
changes in attitute

Fully Autonomous
(Auto 2)

Plane autonomously follows a predetermined flight plan

Unable to test

Table 10.1. High level systems testing results
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10. Budget and Suppliers
10.1. Proposed bill of materials
This bill of materials is a per prototype bill. The links to the vendors’ websites are
included in the references.
Item
Item Description
Vendor
Unit Price
1
Tiny without GPS autopilot board
Aerofu
90.00
2
Assembled GPS module and antenna
PPZ-UAV
125.00
3
USB programmer
PPZ-UAV
15.00
4
Brushless motor
All e RC
35.00
5
3-cell LiPo battery
RC toys
33.00
6
Video Camera
Black Widow AV
139.00
7 2.4 GHz video transmitter/receiver Set Black Widow AV
150.00
8
Brushless controller
Castle Creations
140.00
9
Servo motor
Hobby Town
10.00
10
IR (V & H) sensor boards bundle
PPZ-UAV
110.00
2.4 GHz Aerocomm transceiver
11
module
Digikey
35.00
12
2.4 GHz Aerocomm RF receiver
Digikey
100.00
13
Misc. electrical components
Digikey
100.00

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Item Cost
90.00
125.00
15.00
35.00
33.00
139.00
150.00
140.00
20.00
110.00

1
1

35.00
100.00
100.00
1092.00

Total
Table 9.1 Bill of Materials
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10.2. Spending report
The table below lists all the purchases made for this project including replacements and
test parts. Additional parts have been provided by the sponsor.

Vendor
Aerofu
PPZ UAV
PPZ UAV
Mouser
Electronics
Digikey
Sewell Direct
PPZ UAV
FTDI
Sparkfun
Castle Creations
Castle Creations
PPZ UAV
Mouser
Electronics
Mouser
Electronics
Mouser
Electronics
HobbyTown
USA
E-Flite RC
E-Flite RC
Digikey
Sparkfun
Total

Item Description
TWOG board (Nov 2010)
TWOG board (Jan. 2011)
TWOG board (April 2011)
2.4 GHZ RF modem
2.4 GHZ RF base station
USB<->serial cable
External GPS for TWOG
USB<->serial FTDI cable
breakout board for CP2103
Berg 4 Ch. 72MHZ Digital
Receiver
Berg Crystal, RX 72MHZ Ch.
33
PPM encoder board

unit
price
90.00
135.94
155.00

total
Qty price
2
180.00
2
271.88
2
310.00

tax*
0.00
0.00
0.00

shipping
0.00
15.00
15.00

35.50
135.00
12.45
125.00
30.00
21.95

2
1
1
2
1
1

71.00
135.00
12.45
250.00
30.00
21.95

0.00
8.91
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

5.29
6.38
3.50
11.70
20.00
6.50

34.95

1

34.95

0.00

8.69

7.99
29.95

1
1

7.99
29.95

0.00
0.00

0.00
15.00

50

23.30

0.00

6.50

Molex
915MHZ RF modem

31.20

2

62.40

0.00

8.00

Laird development board

99.00

1

99.00

0.00

8.00

Servos
speed controller
motor
Molex+ crimp
2-axis gyro
2410.82

9.99
69.99
64.99

3
1
1
215
1

29.97
69.99
64.99
15.56
29.95

0.00
0.00
0.00
1.03
0.00

4.99
0.00
0.00
6.00
10.00

29.95

Table 9.2 Spending Report

Note 1: Some purchases were tax-exempt as they were purchased from a research grant account
and hence don’t reflect any tax charges
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Note 2: the price of the TWOG autopilot changed over the course of the year. So I marked each
purchase with a time of purchase note and vendor to clarify.

11. Conclusion
In implementing the autopilot, the requirements of the project were met except for final
testing of the fully autonomous mode due to the instability of the provided test airframe. The
team successfully tested each hardware component and each proved to be working. There were
some difficulties in implementing the modems. There was little documentation and the engineers
working on the modems had to reverse engineer the configuration and setup of the modems. Also
there were some issues with powering the speed controller and the TWOG that burned a few
TWOGs beyond repair. We were able to repair some of the TWOGs by removing a burned
voltage regulator and supplying the exact required voltage to the board so that it didn’t need
regulation. In spite of these difficulties the team managed to make each peripheral function as
expected in the end. This was build phase 1, and it was successfully completed. The RC flight
was also successfully completed. However in this flight the instability of the test frame was
confirmed. The plane was flown with all components without actually interfacing with the
autopilot using only an RC receiver and the plane was unstable. This prevented the team from
further testing of the fully autonomous mode, however testing of each peripheral, simulation and
control design suggest that the autopilot is ready to be flight tested and tuned for a stable
airframe by a trained pilot. In essence the autopilot is ready for the customer to tune to his
desired airframes. The project was a success.
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16. Appendices
Appendix A-1: XML configuration files
A-1-1: Zagi airframe file
<!DOCTYPE airframe SYSTEM "airframe.dtd">
<airframe name="ZAGI TWOG">
<servos>
<servo name="MOTOR" no="0" min="1290" neutral="1290" max="1810"/>
<servo name="AILEVON_LEFT" no="3" min="2000" neutral="1510" max="1000"/>
<servo name="AILEVON_RIGHT" no="4" min="1000" neutral="1535" max="2000"/>
</servos>
<commands>
<axis name="THROTTLE" failsafe_value="0"/>
<axis name="ROLL" failsafe_value="0"/>
<axis name="PITCH" failsafe_value="0"/>
</commands>
<rc_commands>
<set command="THROTTLE" value="@THROTTLE"/>
<set command="ROLL" value="@ROLL"/>
<set command="PITCH" value="@PITCH"/>
</rc_commands>
<section name="MIXER">
<define name="AILEVON_AILERON_RATE" value="0.75"/>
<define name="AILEVON_ELEVATOR_RATE" value="0.75"/>
</section>
<command_laws>
<let var="aileron" value="@ROLL * AILEVON_AILERON_RATE"/>
<let var="elevator" value="@PITCH * AILEVON_ELEVATOR_RATE"/>
<set servo="MOTOR"
value="@THROTTLE"/>
<set servo="AILEVON_LEFT" value="$elevator + $aileron"/>
<set servo="AILEVON_RIGHT" value="$elevator - $aileron"/>
</command_laws>
<section name="AUTO1" prefix="AUTO1_">
<define name="MAX_ROLL" value="0.7"/>
<define name="MAX_PITCH" value="0.6"/>
</section>
<section name="INFRARED" prefix="IR_">
<define name="ADC_IR1_NEUTRAL" value="520"/>
<define name="ADC_IR2_NEUTRAL" value="520"/>
<define name="ADC_TOP_NEUTRAL" value="520"/>
<define name="LATERAL_CORRECTION" value="3."/>
<define name="LONGITUDINAL_CORRECTION" value="2."/>
<define name="VERTICAL_CORRECTION" value="1."/>
<define name="IR1_SIGN" value="-1"/>
<define name="IR2_SIGN" value="-1"/>
<define name="TOP_SIGN" value="1"/>
<define name="HORIZ_SENSOR_ALIGNED" value="1"/>
<define name="ROLL_NEUTRAL_DEFAULT" value="16" unit="deg"/>
<define name="PITCH_NEUTRAL_DEFAULT" value="11" unit="deg"/>
<define name="CORRECTION_UP" value="1"/>
<define name="CORRECTION_DOWN" value="1"/>
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<define name="CORRECTION_LEFT" value="1"/>
<define name="CORRECTION_RIGHT" value="1"/>
</section>
<section name="GYRO" prefix="GYRO_">
<define name="LPR530AL_SENSITIVITY" value="3.33" unit="mV/(deg/s)"/>
<define name="DYNAMIC_RANGE" value="300" unit="deg/s"/>
<define name="ADC_ROLL_NEUTRAL" value="500"/>
<define name="ROLL_DIRECTION" value="1"/>
<define name="ROLL_SCALE" value="3.3*1000./1024./GYRO_LPR530AL_SENSITIVITY"
unit="deg/s/adc_unit"/>
<define name="ADC_PITCH_NEUTRAL" value="500"/>
<define name="PITCH_DIRECTION" value="1"/>
<define name="PITCH_SCALE" value="3.3*1000./1024./GYRO_LPR530AL_SENSITIVITY"
unit="deg/s/adc_unit"/>
</section>
<section name="BAT">
<define name="MILLIAMP_AT_FULL_THROTTLE" value="2000"/>
<define name="CATASTROPHIC_BAT_LEVEL" value="9.0" unit="V"/>
<define name="CRITIC_BAT_LEVEL" value="9.3" unit="V"/>
<define name="LOW_BAT_LEVEL" value="9.5" unit="V"/>
<define name="MAX_BAT_LEVEL" value="12.4" unit="V"/>
</section>
<section name="MISC">
<define name="NOMINAL_AIRSPEED" value="13." unit="m/s"/>
<define name="CARROT" value="5." unit="s"/>
<define name="KILL_MODE_DISTANCE"
value="(1.5*MAX_DIST_FROM_HOME)"/>
<define name="CONTROL_RATE" value="60" unit="Hz"/>
<define name="ALT_KALMAN_ENABLED" value="TRUE"/>
<define name="DEFAULT_CIRCLE_RADIUS" value="80."/>
<define name="GLIDE_AIRSPEED" value="10"/>
<define name="GLIDE_VSPEED" value="3."/>
<define name="GLIDE_PITCH" value="45" unit="deg"/>
</section>
<section name="VERTICAL CONTROL" prefix="V_CTL_">
<define name="POWER_CTL_BAT_NOMINAL" value="11.1" unit="volt"/>
<!-- outer loop proportional gain -->
<define name="ALTITUDE_PGAIN" value="-0.03"/>
<!-- outer loop saturation -->
<define name="ALTITUDE_MAX_CLIMB" value="2."/>
<!-- auto throttle inner loop -->
<define name="AUTO_THROTTLE_NOMINAL_CRUISE_THROTTLE"
value="0.32"/>
<define name="AUTO_THROTTLE_MIN_CRUISE_THROTTLE" value="0.25"/>
<define name="AUTO_THROTTLE_MAX_CRUISE_THROTTLE" value="0.65"/>
<define name="AUTO_THROTTLE_LOITER_TRIM" value="1500"/>
<define name="AUTO_THROTTLE_DASH_TRIM" value="-4000"/>
<define name="AUTO_THROTTLE_CLIMB_THROTTLE_INCREMENT" value="0.15"
unit="%/(m/s)"/>
<define name="AUTO_THROTTLE_PGAIN" value="-0.01"/>
<define name="AUTO_THROTTLE_IGAIN" value="0.1"/>
<define name="AUTO_THROTTLE_PITCH_OF_VZ_PGAIN" value="0.05"/>
<define name="THROTTLE_SLEW_LIMITER" value="2" unit="s"/>
</section>
<section name="HORIZONTAL CONTROL" prefix="H_CTL_">
<define name="COURSE_PGAIN" value="-1.4"/>
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<define name="ROLL_MAX_SETPOINT" value="0.6" unit="radians"/>
<define name="PITCH_MAX_SETPOINT" value="0.5" unit="radians"/>
<define name="PITCH_MIN_SETPOINT" value="-0.5" unit="radians"/>
<define name="PITCH_PGAIN" value="-12000."/>
<define name="PITCH_DGAIN" value="1.5"/>
<define name="ELEVATOR_OF_ROLL" value="1250"/>
<define name="ROLL_SLEW" value="0.1"/>
<define name="ROLL_ATTITUDE_GAIN" value="-7500"/>
<define name="ROLL_RATE_GAIN" value="-1500"/>
</section>
<section name="AGGRESSIVE" prefix="AGR_">
<define name="BLEND_START" value="20/>
<define name="BLEND_END" value="10
<define name="CLIMB_THROTTLE" value="1.00"/>
<define name="CLIMB_PITCH" value="0.3"/>
<define name="DESCENT_THROTTLE" value="0.1
<define name="DESCENT_PITCH" value="-0.25
<define name="CLIMB_NAV_RATIO" value="0.8
<define name="DESCENT_NAV_RATIO" value="1.0"/>
</section>
<section name="FAILSAFE" prefix="FAILSAFE_">
<define name="DELAY_WITHOUT_GPS" value="2" unit="s"/>
<define name="DEFAULT_THROTTLE" value="0.3" unit="%"/>
<define name="DEFAULT_ROLL" value="0.3" unit="rad"/>
<define name="DEFAULT_PITCH" value="0.5" unit="rad"/>
</section>
<section name="SIMU">
<define name="JSBSIM_MODEL" value="&quot;Malolo1&quot;"/>
<define name="JSBSIM_IR_ROLL_NEUTRAL" value="RadOfDeg(0.)"/>
<define name="JSBSIM_IR_PITCH_NEUTRAL" value="RadOfDeg(0.)"/>
</section>
<firmware name="fixedwing">
<target name="sim"
board="pc" />
<target name="jsbsim" board="pc" />
<target name="ap"
board="twog_1.0"/>
<define name="AGR_CLIMB" />
<define name="LOITER_TRIM" />
<define name="ALT_KALMAN" />
<define name="TELEMETRY_MODE_FBW" value="1"/>
<subsystem name="radio_control" type="ppm"/>
<!-- Communication -->
<subsystem name="telemetry"
type="transparent">
<configure name="MODEM_BAUD" value="B57600"/>
<configure name="MODEM_PORT" value="UART1"/>
</subsystem>
<subsystem name="control"/>
<!-- Sensors -->
<subsystem name="attitude" type="infrared"/>
<subsystem name="gps" type="ublox_lea5h">
<configure name="GPS_BAUD" value="B38400"/>
</subsystem>
<subsystem name="gyro" type="2axis"/>
<subsystem name="navigation"/>
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</firmware>
<firmware name="setup">
<target name="tunnel" board="twog_1.0" />
<target name="usb_tunnel_0" board="twog_1.0" />
<target name="usb_tunnel_1" board="twog_1.0" />
<target name="setup_actuators" board="twog_1.0" />
</firmware>
</airframe>

A-1-2. Flight plan
<!DOCTYPE flight_plan SYSTEM "flight_plan.dtd">
<flight_plan alt="75" ground_alt="0" lat0="32.236447" lon0="-110.951344" max_dist_from_home="100000"
name="engr498" security_height="25">
<header>
#include "subsystems/navigation/nav_line.h"
#include "datalink.h"
</header>
<waypoints>
<waypoint name="HOME" x="0" y="0"/>
<waypoint name="STDBY" x="49.5" y="100.1"/>
<waypoint name="1" x="10.1" y="189.9"/>
<waypoint name="2" x="389.3" y="3000"/>
<waypoint name="MOB" x="137.0" y="-11.6"/>
<waypoint name="S1" x="-119.2" y="69.6"/>
<waypoint name="S2" x="274.4" y="209.5"/>
<waypoint alt="30.0" name="AF" x="177.4" y="45.1"/>
<waypoint alt="0.0" name="TD" x="28.8" y="57.0"/>
<waypoint name="_BASELEG" x="168.8" y="-13.8"/>
<waypoint name="CLIMB" x="-114.5" y="162.3"/>
</waypoints>
<exceptions/>
<blocks>
<block name="Wait GPS">
<set value="1" var="kill_throttle"/>
<while cond="!GpsFixValid()"/>
</block>
<block name="Geo init">
<while cond="LessThan(NavBlockTime(), 10)"/>
<call fun="NavSetGroundReferenceHere()"/>
</block>
<block name="Holding point">
<set value="1" var="kill_throttle"/>
<attitude roll="0" throttle="0" vmode="throttle"/>
</block>
<block group="home" key="t" name="Takeoff" strip_button="Takeoff (wp CLIMB)" s
trip_icon="takeoff.png">
<exception cond="estimator_z > ground_alt+25" deroute="Standby"/>
<set value="0" var="kill_throttle"/>
<set value="0" var="estimator_flight_time"/>
<go from="HOME" pitch="15" throttle="1.0" vmode="throttle" wp="CLIMB"/>
</block>
<block group="home" key="<Control>a" name="Standby" strip_button="Standby"
strip_icon="home.png">
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<circle radius="nav_radius" wp="STDBY"/>
</block>
<block group="base_pattern" key="F8" name="Figure 8 around wp 1"
strip_button="Figure 8
(wp 1-2)" strip_icon="eight.png">
<eight center="1" radius="nav_radius" turn_around="2"/>
</block>
<block group="base_pattern" name="Oval 1-2" strip_button="Oval (wp 1-2)" strip_icon="oval.png">
<oval p1="1" p2="2" radius="nav_radius"/>
</block>
<block group="base_pattern" name="MOB" strip_button="Turn around here" strip_icon="mob.png">
<call fun="NavSetWaypointHere(WP_MOB)"/>
<set value="DEFAULT_CIRCLE_RADIUS" var="nav_radius"/>
<circle radius="nav_radius" wp="MOB"/>
</block>
<block group="extra_pattern" name="Line 1-2" strip_button="Line (wp 1-2)" strip_icon="line.png">
<call fun="nav_line_init()"/>
<call fun="nav_line(WP_1, WP_2, nav_radius)"/>
</block>
<block group="extra_pattern" name="Survey S1-S2" strip_button="Survey (wp S1-S2)"
strip_icon="survey.png">
<survey_rectangle grid="150" wp1="S1" wp2="S2"/>
</block>
<block group="extra_pattern" name="Path 1,2,S1,S2,STDBY" strip_button="Path
(1,2,S1,S2,STDBY)" strip_icon="path.png">
<path wpts="1,2 S1"/>
<path approaching_time="1" pitch="auto" throttle="0.4" wpts="S1, S2
STDBY"/>
<deroute block="Standby"/>
</block>
<block group="land" name="Land Right AF-TD" strip_button="Land right (wp AF-TD)"
strip_icon="land-right.png">
<set value="DEFAULT_CIRCLE_RADIUS" var="nav_radius"/>
<deroute block="land"/>
</block>
<block group="land" name="Land Left AF-TD" strip_button="Land left (wp AF-TD)" strip_icon="landleft.png">
<set value="-DEFAULT_CIRCLE_RADIUS" var="nav_radius"/>
<deroute block="land"/>
</block>
<block name="land">
<call fun="nav_compute_baseleg(WP_AF, WP_TD, WP__BASELEG,
nav_radius)"/>
<circle radius="nav_radius" until="NavCircleCount() > 0.5" wp="_BASELEG"/>
<circle radius="nav_radius"until=
"And(NavQdrCloseTo(DegOfRad(baseleg_out_qdr)-10), 10 > fabs(estimator_z WaypointAlt(WP__BASELEG)))" wp="_BASELEG"/>
</block>
<block name="final">
<exception cond="ground_alt + 10 > estimator_z" deroute="flare"/>
<go from="AF" hmode="route" vmode="glide" wp="TD"/>
</block>
<block name="flare">
<go approaching_time="0" from="AF" hmode="route" throttle="0.0"
vmode="throttle"
wp="TD"/>
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<attitude roll="0.0" throttle="0.0" until="FALSE" vmode="throttle"/>
</block>
</blocks>
</flight_plan>

A-1-3. Settings
<!DOCTYPE settings SYSTEM "settings.dtd">
<settings>
<dl_settings>
<dl_settings NAME="flight params">
<dl_setting MAX="1000" MIN="0" STEP="10" VAR="flight_altitude" shortname="altitude"/>
<dl_setting MAX="360" MIN="0" STEP="1" VAR="nav_course"/>
<dl_setting MAX="10" MIN="-10" STEP="5" VAR="nav_shift" module="subsystems/nav"
handler="IncreaseShift" shortname="inc. shift"/>
<dl_setting MAX="0" MIN="0" STEP="1" VAR="estimator_flight_time" shortname="flight time"
module="autopilot" handler="ResetFlightTimeAndLaunch"/>
<dl_setting MAX="200" MIN="-200" STEP="10" VAR="nav_radius" module="subsystems/nav"
handler="SetNavRadius">
<strip_button icon="circle-right.png" name="Circle right" value="1"/>
<strip_button icon="circle-left.png" name="Circle left" value="-1"/>
<key_press key="greater" value="1"/>
<key_press key="less" value="-1"/>
</dl_setting>
</dl_settings>
<dl_settings NAME="mode">
<dl_setting MAX="2" MIN="0" STEP="1" VAR="pprz_mode" module="estimator"
values="MANUAL|AUTO1|AUTO2|HOME|NOGPS|FAILSAFE">
</dl_setting>
<dl_setting MAX="1" MIN="0" STEP="1" VAR="launch"/>
<dl_setting MAX="1" MIN="0" STEP="1" VAR="kill_throttle">
<dl_setting MAX="2" MIN="0" STEP="1" VAR="telemetry_mode_Ap_DefaultChannel"
shortname="tele_AP" module="downlink"/>
<dl_setting MAX="2" MIN="0" STEP="1" VAR="gps_reset" module="gps_ubx" handler="Reset"
shortname="GPS reset"/>
</dl_settings>
<dl_settings NAME="Infrared">
<dl_setting MAX="3.14" MIN="-3.14" STEP=".01" VAR="infrared.roll_neutral" shortname="roll neutral"
module="subsystems/sensors/infrared" param="IR_ROLL_NEUTRAL_DEFAULT" unit="rad"/>
<dl_setting MAX=".78" MIN="-.78" STEP=".01" VAR="infrared.pitch_neutral" shortname="pitch
neutral" module="subsystems/sensors/infrared" param="IR_PITCH_NEUTRAL_DEFAULT" unit="rad"/>
<dl_setting MAX="4" MIN="0.25" STEP="0.01" VAR="infrared.longitudinal_correction"
shortname="360_log_corr" param="IR_LONGITUDINAL_CORRECTION"/>
<dl_setting MAX="4" MIN="0.25" STEP="0.01" VAR="infrared.vertical_correction"
shortname="360_vert_corr" param="IR_VERTICAL_CORRECTION"/>
<dl_setting MAX="4" MIN="0.25" STEP="0.01" VAR="infrared.lateral_correction"
shortname="360_lat_corr" module="subsystems/sensors/infrared"
param="IR_LATERAL_CORRECTION"/>
</dl_settings>
</dl_settings>
</settings>
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A-4-4. Radio
<!DOCTYPE radio SYSTEM "radio.dtd">
<radio name="EncoderBoard" data_min="800" data_max="2200" sync_min="5000" sync_max="15000"
pulse_type="POSITIVE">
<channel ctl="right_stick_horiz" function="ROLL" min="950" neutral="1500" max="2050" average="0"/>
<channel ctl="right_stick_vert" function="PITCH" min="950" neutral="1500" max="2050" average="0"/>
<channel ctl="left_stick_vert" function="THROTTLE" min="950" neutral="950" max="2050" average="0"/>
<channel ctl="A" function="YAW" min="950" neutral="1500" max="2050" average="0"/>
<channel ctl="E" function="FLAPS" min="950" neutral="1500" max="2050" average="0"/>
<channel ctl="F" function="GAIN1" min="950" neutral="1500" max="2050" average="1"/>
<channel ctl="G" function="MODE" min="950" neutral="1500" max="2050" average="1"/>
<channel ctl="H" function="GAIN2" min="950" neutral="1500" max="2050" average="1"/>
</radio>

A-1-5. Telemetry
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE telemetry SYSTEM "telemetry.dtd">
<telemetry>
<process name="Ap">
<mode name="default">
<message name="ALIVE"
period="5"/>
<message name="ATTITUDE"
period="1"/>
<message name="ESTIMATOR" period="1"/>
<message name="WP_MOVED"
period="1.8"/>
<message name="CIRCLE"
period="1.95"/>
<message name="DESIRED"
period="1.95"/>
<message name="BAT"
period="1.9"/>
<message name="BARO_MS5534A" period="1.0"/>
<message name="SEGMENT"
period="2.1"/>
<message name="CALIBRATION" period="5.4"/>
<message name="NAVIGATION_REF" period="9.8"/>
<message name="PPRZ_MODE" period="6.1"/>
<message name="DOWNLINK"
period="7.1"/>
<message name="DL_VALUE"
period="1.8"/>
<message name="IR_SENSORS" period="3.1"/>
<message name="GYRO_RATES" period="2.9"/>
<message name="SURVEY"
period="2.7"/>
<message name="GPS_SOL"
period="2.0"/>
<message name="AIRSPEED"
period="0.5"/>
</mode>
</process>
<process name="Fbw">
<mode name="default">
<message name="COMMANDS"
period="6"/>
<message name="FBW_STATUS" period="6"/>
<message name="ACTUATORS" period="15"/> <!-- For trimming -->
</mode>
<mode name="debug">
<message name="PPM"
period="0.5"/>
<message name="RC"
period="0.5"/>
<message name="COMMANDS"
period="0.5"/>
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<message name="FBW_STATUS"
<message name="ACTUATORS"
</mode>
</process>
</telemetry>
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Appendix A-2: High-level makefile
# makefile firmware 'fixedwing'
# -target: 'sim'
ifeq ($(TARGET), sim)
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DAGR_CLIMB
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DLOITER_TRIM
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DALT_KALMAN
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DTELEMETRY_MODE_FBW=1
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/boards/pc.makefile
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/autopilot/fixedwing.makefile
# -subsystem: 'radio_control'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/radio_control_ppm.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/radio_control_ppm.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/radio_control_ppm.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'telemetry'
MODEM_BAUD = B57600
MODEM_PORT = UART1
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/telemetry_transparent.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/telemetry_transparent.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/telemetry_transparent.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'control'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/control.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/control.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/control.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'attitude'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/attitude_infrared.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/attitude_infrared.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/attitude_infrared.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'gps'
GPS_BAUD = B38400
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gps_ublox_lea5h.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gps_ublox_lea5h.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/gps_ublox_lea5h.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'gyro'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gyro_2axis.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gyro_2axis.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/gyro_2axis.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'navigation'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/navigation.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/navigation.makefile
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else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/navigation.makefile
endif
endif
###########
# -target: 'jsbsim'
ifeq ($(TARGET), jsbsim)
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DAGR_CLIMB
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DLOITER_TRIM
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DALT_KALMAN
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DTELEMETRY_MODE_FBW=1
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/boards/pc.makefile
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/autopilot/fixedwing.makefile
# -subsystem: 'radio_control'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/radio_control_ppm.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/radio_control_ppm.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/radio_control_ppm.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'telemetry'
MODEM_BAUD = B57600
MODEM_PORT = UART1
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/telemetry_transparent.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/telemetry_transparent.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/telemetry_transparent.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'control'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/control.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/control.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/control.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'attitude'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/attitude_infrared.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/attitude_infrared.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/attitude_infrared.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'gps'
GPS_BAUD = B38400
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gps_ublox_lea5h.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gps_ublox_lea5h.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/gps_ublox_lea5h.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'gyro'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gyro_2axis.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gyro_2axis.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/gyro_2axis.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'navigation'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/navigation.makefile)),)
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include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/navigation.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/navigation.makefile
endif
endif
###########
# -target: 'ap'
ifeq ($(TARGET), ap)
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DAGR_CLIMB
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DLOITER_TRIM
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DALT_KALMAN
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -DTELEMETRY_MODE_FBW=1
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/boards/twog_1.0.makefile
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/autopilot/fixedwing.makefile
# -subsystem: 'radio_control'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/radio_control_ppm.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/radio_control_ppm.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/radio_control_ppm.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'telemetry'
MODEM_BAUD = B57600
MODEM_PORT = UART1
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/telemetry_transparent.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/telemetry_transparent.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/telemetry_transparent.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'control'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/control.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/control.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/control.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'attitude'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/attitude_infrared.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/attitude_infrared.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/attitude_infrared.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'gps'
GPS_BAUD = B38400
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gps_ublox_lea5h.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gps_ublox_lea5h.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/gps_ublox_lea5h.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'gyro'
ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gyro_2axis.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/gyro_2axis.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/gyro_2axis.makefile
endif
# -subsystem: 'navigation'
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ifneq ($(strip $(wildcard $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/navigation.makefile)),)
include $(CFG_FIXEDWING)/navigation.makefile
else
include $(CFG_SHARED)/navigation.makefile
endif
endif
# makefile firmware 'setup'
###########
# -target: 'tunnel'
ifeq ($(TARGET), tunnel)
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/boards/twog_1.0.makefile
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/autopilot/setup.makefile
endif
###########
# -target: 'usb_tunnel_0'
ifeq ($(TARGET), usb_tunnel_0)
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/boards/twog_1.0.makefile
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/autopilot/setup.makefile
endif
###########
# -target: 'usb_tunnel_1'
ifeq ($(TARGET), usb_tunnel_1)
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/boards/twog_1.0.makefile
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/autopilot/setup.makefile
endif
###########
# -target: 'setup_actuators'
ifeq ($(TARGET), setup_actuators)
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/boards/twog_1.0.makefile
include $(PAPARAZZI_SRC)/conf/autopilot/setup.makefile
endif
# modules makefile section
# include modules directory for all targets
$(TARGET).CFLAGS += -I modules -I arch/$(ARCH)/modules
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Appendix A-3. Device drivers
A-3-1: Modem
A-3-1-1. modem header file
#ifndef AEROCOMM_H
#define AEROCOMM_H
#include "datalink.h"
#include "airframe.h"
#define GROUND_STATION_ADDR 0x100
extern uint8_t aerocomm_cs;
#define AEROCOMM_PAYLOAD_LEN 256
extern uint8_t aerocomm_payload[AEROCOMM_PAYLOAD_LEN];
extern volatile bool_t aerocomm_msg_received;
extern volatile bool_t aerocomm_confirmation_received;
extern volatile bool_t aerocomm_confirmation_status;
extern volatile uint8_t aerocomm_payload_len;
extern uint8_t aerocomm_rssi;
extern uint8_t aerocomm_ovrn, aerocomm_error;
/* Initialisation in API mode and setting of the local address */
#define AEROCOMM_MY_ADDR AC_ID
void aerocomm_init( void );
#define __AerocommLink(dev, _x) dev##_x
#define _AerocommLink(dev, _x) __AerocommLink(dev, _x)
#define AerocommLink(_x) _AerocommLink(AEROCOMM_UART, _x)
#define AerocommBuffer() AerocommLink(ChAvailable())
#define ReadAerocommBuffer() { while (AerocommLink(ChAvailable())&&!aerocomm_msg_received)
parse_aerocomm(AerocommLink(Getch())); }
#define AerocommPrintString(s) AerocommLink(PrintString(s))
#define AerocommPrintHex16(x) AerocommLink(PrintHex16(x))
#define AerocommTransportPut1Byte(x) AerocommLink(Transmit(x))
#define AerocommTransportCheckFreeSpace(x) (AerocommLink(CheckFreeSpace(x)))
#define AerocommTransportSizeOf(_x) (_x+7)
#define AerocommTransportSendMessage() AerocommLink(SendMessage())
#define AerocommTransportPutUint8(_x) { \
aerocomm_cs += _x; \
AerocommTransportPut1Byte(_x); \
}
#define AerocommTransportPut1ByteByAddr(_byte) { \
uint8_t _x = *(_byte); \
AerocommTransportPutUint8(_x);
\
}
#define AerocommTransportPut2Bytes(_x) { \
uint16_t x16 = _x; \
AerocommTransportPut1Byte(x16>>8); \
AerocommTransportPut1Byte(x16 & 0xff); \
}
#define AerocommTransportPut2ByteByAddr(_byte) { \
AerocommTransportPut1ByteByAddr(_byte);
\
AerocommTransportPut1ByteByAddr((const uint8_t*)_byte+1);
\
}
#define AerocommTransportPut4ByteByAddr(_byte) { \
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AerocommTransportPut2ByteByAddr(_byte);
\
AerocommTransportPut2ByteByAddr((const uint8_t*)_byte+2);

\
}
#define AerocommTransportPutInt8ByAddr(_x) AerocommTransportPut1ByteByAddr(_x)
#define AerocommTransportPutUint8ByAddr(_x) AerocommTransportPut1ByteByAddr((const uint8_t*)_x)
#define AerocommTransportPutInt16ByAddr(_x) AerocommTransportPut2ByteByAddr((const uint8_t*)_x)
#define AerocommTransportPutUint16ByAddr(_x) AerocommTransportPut2ByteByAddr((const uint8_t*)_x)
#define AerocommTransportPutInt32ByAddr(_x) AerocommTransportPut4ByteByAddr((const uint8_t*)_x)
#define AerocommTransportPutUint32ByAddr(_x) AerocommTransportPut4ByteByAddr((const uint8_t*)_x)
#define AerocommTransportPutFloatByAddr(_x) AerocommTransportPut4ByteByAddr((const uint8_t*)_x)
#define AerocommTransportPutNamedUint8(_name, _byte) AerocommTransportPutUint8(_byte)
#define AerocommTransportPutArray(_put, _n, _x) { \
uint8_t j; \
AerocommTransportPutUint8(_n); \
for(j = 0; j < _n; j++) { \
_put(&_x[j]); \
}\
}
#define AerocommTransportPutInt16Array(_n, _x)
AerocommTransportPutArray(AerocommTransportPutInt16ByAddr, _n, _x)
#define AerocommTransportPutUint16Array(_n, _x)
AerocommTransportPutArray(AerocommTransportPutUint16ByAddr, _n, _x)
#define AerocommTransportPutUint8Array(_n, _x)
AerocommTransportPutArray(AerocommTransportPutUint8ByAddr, _n, _x)
/* Constants for the API protocol */
#define AEROCOMM_TX_ID 0x81
#define AEROCOMM_CONF_ID 0x82
#define AEROCOMM_RX_ID 0x83
#define AEROCOMM_RX_ENCH_ID 0x81
#define AEROCOMM_COUNT 0x48
#define AEROCOMM_RETRIES 0x02
#define AerocommTransportPutTXHeader() { \
AerocommTransportPutUint8(AEROCOMM_TX_ID); \
}
#define AerocommTransportHeader(_len) { aerocomm_cs = 0; AerocommTransportPut1Byte(_len+2); }
#define AerocommTransportTrailer() { AerocommTransportPut1Byte(0xFF); AerocommTransportSendMessage();
}
/* Status of the API packet receiver automata */
#define AEROCOMM_UNINIT 0
#define AEROCOMM_GOT_START 1
#define AEROCOMM_GOT_LENGTH 2
#define AEROCOMM_GOT_PAYLOAD 3
/* Parsing a Aerocomm API frame */
static inline void parse_aerocomm( uint8_t c ) {
static uint8_t aerocomm_status = AEROCOMM_UNINIT;
static uint8_t cs, payload_idx;
switch (aerocomm_status) {
case AEROCOMM_UNINIT:
if (c == AEROCOMM_RX_ID)
{
aerocomm_payload_len = 5;
aerocomm_status++;
payload_idx = 0;
cs=0;
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aerocomm_payload[payload_idx] = c;
cs += c;
payload_idx++;
}
else if (c == AEROCOMM_RX_ENCH_ID)
{
aerocomm_payload_len = 7;
aerocomm_status++;
payload_idx = 0;
cs=0;
aerocomm_payload[payload_idx] = c;
cs += c;
payload_idx++;
}
else if (c == AEROCOMM_CONF_ID)
{
aerocomm_payload_len = 4;
aerocomm_status++;
aerocomm_status++; //payload length==1+header_length
payload_idx = 0;
cs=0;
aerocomm_payload[payload_idx] = c;
cs += c;
payload_idx++;
}
else ; //nothing
break;
case AEROCOMM_GOT_START:
if (aerocomm_msg_received) {
aerocomm_ovrn++;
goto error;
}
aerocomm_payload[payload_idx] = c;
aerocomm_payload_len+=c;
cs += c;
aerocomm_status++;
payload_idx++;
break;
case AEROCOMM_GOT_LENGTH:
aerocomm_payload[payload_idx] = c;
cs += c;
payload_idx++;
if (payload_idx == aerocomm_payload_len)
{
aerocomm_msg_received = TRUE;
goto restart;
}
}
return;
error:
aerocomm_error++;
restart:
aerocomm_status = AEROCOMM_UNINIT;
return;
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}
/* Parsing a frame data and copy the payload to the datalink buffer */
static inline void aerocomm_parse_payload(void) {
switch (aerocomm_payload[0]) {
case AEROCOMM_RX_ID:
{
uint8_t i;
aerocomm_rssi = 1;
//while (aerocomm_rssi==1) {i++; i--;}
for(i = 5; i < aerocomm_payload_len; i++)
dl_buffer[i-5] = aerocomm_payload[i];
dl_msg_available = TRUE;
break;
}
case AEROCOMM_RX_ENCH_ID:
{
aerocomm_rssi = aerocomm_payload[3];
uint8_t i;
for(i = 7; i < aerocomm_payload_len; i++)
dl_buffer[i-7] = aerocomm_payload[i];
dl_msg_available = TRUE;
break;
}
case AEROCOMM_CONF_ID:
{
aerocomm_rssi = aerocomm_payload[2];
aerocomm_confirmation_received=TRUE;
aerocomm_confirmation_status=aerocomm_payload[3];
dl_msg_available = FALSE;
}
break;
default:
return;
}
}
#endif /* AEROCOMM_H */
A-6-1-2. modem source file
#include "sys_time.h"
#include "print.h"
#include "aerocomm_new.h"
#ifdef SIM_UART
#include "sim_uart.h"
#endif
uint8_t aerocomm_cs;
uint8_t aerocomm_payload[AEROCOMM_PAYLOAD_LEN];
volatile bool_t aerocomm_msg_received;
volatile bool_t aerocomm_confirmation_received=TRUE;
volatile bool_t aerocomm_confirmation_status=TRUE;
volatile uint8_t aerocomm_payload_len=0;
uint8_t aerocomm_rssi;
uint8_t aerocomm_ovrn, aerocomm_error;
#define AT_COMMAND_SEQUENCE "AT+++\r"
#define AT_INIT_PERIOD_US 2000000
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#define AT_SET_MY "\xCC\xC1\x80\x06xxxxxx"
#define AT_DEST_ADDR "\xCC\x10xxx"
#define AT_READ_MY "\xCC\xC0\x85\x1\r"
#define AT_AP_MODE "\xCC\x17\x09"
#define AT_RESET "\xCC\xFF"
#define AT_EXIT "\xCC\x41\x54\x4F\r"
void aerocomm_init( void ) {
aerocomm_confirmation_received=TRUE;
{ uint8_t init_cpt = 120;
while (init_cpt) {
if (sys_time_periodic())
init_cpt--;
}
}
#ifdef NO_API_INIT
#warning "NO_API_INIT defined"
#else
#warning "NO_API_INIT not defined"
#endif
#ifndef NO_API_INIT
/* Switching to AT mode */
AerocommPrintString(AT_COMMAND_SEQUENCE);
char c;
while (!AerocommLink(ChAvailable())) {
uint8_t init_cpt = 3;
while (init_cpt) {
if (sys_time_periodic())
init_cpt--;
}
}
int j;
j=0;
while (AerocommLink(ChAvailable()) && j<4)
{
c=AerocommLink(Getch()); j++;
}
uint16_t addr = AEROCOMM_MY_ADDR;
char s[]=AT_SET_MY;
s[4]=(unsigned int)(0x00);
s[5]=(unsigned int)(0x50);
s[6]=(unsigned int)(0x67);
s[7]=(unsigned int)(0x00);
s[8]=(unsigned int)(addr>> 8);
s[9]=(unsigned int)(addr & 0xff);
AerocommPrintString(AT_READ_MY);
while (!AerocommLink(ChAvailable())) {
uint8_t init_cpt = 3;
while (init_cpt) {
if (sys_time_periodic())
init_cpt--;
}
}
j=0;
while (AerocommLink(ChAvailable()) && j<4)
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{
c=AerocommLink(Getch()); j++;
}
if (c!=s[9]) for (j=0; j<10; j++) AerocommTransportPut1Byte(s[j]);
while (!AerocommLink(ChAvailable())) {
uint8_t init_cpt = 3;
while (init_cpt) {
if (sys_time_periodic())
init_cpt--;
}
}
j=0;
while (AerocommLink(ChAvailable()) && j<3)
{
c=AerocommLink(Getch()); j++;
}
AerocommPrintString(AT_RESET);
{ uint8_t init_cpt = 60;
while (init_cpt) {
if (sys_time_periodic())
init_cpt--;
}
}
AerocommPrintString(AT_COMMAND_SEQUENCE);
while (!AerocommLink(ChAvailable())) {
uint8_t init_cpt = 3;
while (init_cpt) {
if (sys_time_periodic())
init_cpt--;
}
}
j=0;
while (AerocommLink(ChAvailable()) && j<4)
{
c=AerocommLink(Getch()); j++;
}
AerocommPrintString(AT_AP_MODE);
while (!AerocommLink(ChAvailable())) {
uint8_t init_cpt = 3;
while (init_cpt) {
if (sys_time_periodic())
init_cpt--;
}
}
j=0;
while (AerocommLink(ChAvailable()) && j<2)
{
c=AerocommLink(Getch()); j++;
}
char s1[]=AT_DEST_ADDR;
s1[2]=(unsigned int)(0x00);
s1[3]=(unsigned int)(0x01);
s1[4]=(unsigned int)(0x00);
for (j=0; j<5; j++) AerocommTransportPut1Byte(s1[j]);
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while (!AerocommLink(ChAvailable())) {
uint8_t init_cpt = 3;
while (init_cpt) {
if (sys_time_periodic())
init_cpt--;
}
}
j=0;
while (AerocommLink(ChAvailable()) && j<4)
{
c=AerocommLink(Getch()); j++;
}
AerocommPrintString(AT_EXIT);
while (!AerocommLink(ChAvailable())) {
uint8_t init_cpt = 3;
while (init_cpt) {
if (sys_time_periodic())
init_cpt--;
}
}
j=0;
while (AerocommLink(ChAvailable()) && j<4)
{
c=AerocommLink(Getch()); j++;
}
#endif
}

A-3-2. Gyro Driver
A-6-2-1. gyro driver header
#ifndef GYRO_H
#define GYRO_H
#include <inttypes.h>
extern int16_t roll_rate_adc;
/** Hardware dependent code */
#if defined ADXRS150
extern float temp_comp;
#elif defined IDG300
extern int16_t pitch_rate_adc;
#endif
void gyro_init( void );
/** Sets roll_rate_adc and pitch_rate_adc (or temp_comp), and estimator_p */
void gyro_update( void );
#endif /* GYRO_H */
A-6-2-2. gyro driver source
#include BOARD_CONFIG
#include "gyro.h"
#include "std.h"
#include "mcu_periph/adc.h"
#include "generated/airframe.h"
#include "estimator.h"
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int16_t roll_rate_adc;
float temp_comp; /* Needed for the downlinked message */
static struct adc_buf buf_roll;
#define RadiansOfADC(_adc, scale) RadOfDeg((_adc * scale))
#if defined ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_TEMP
static struct adc_buf buf_temp;
#endif
#if defined ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_PITCH
int16_t pitch_rate_adc;
static struct adc_buf buf_pitch;
#endif
void gyro_init( void) {
adc_buf_channel(ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_ROLL, &buf_roll, ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_NB_SAMPLES);
#if defined ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_TEMP
adc_buf_channel(ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_TEMP, &buf_temp, ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_NB_SAMPLES);
#endif
#if defined ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_PITCH
adc_buf_channel(ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_PITCH, &buf_pitch, ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_NB_SAMPLES);
#endif
}
void gyro_update( void ) {
float pitch_rate = 0.;
roll_rate_adc = (buf_roll.sum/buf_roll.av_nb_sample) - GYRO_ADC_ROLL_NEUTRAL;
#if defined ADC_CHANNEL_GYRO_TEMP
temp_comp = buf_temp.sum/buf_temp.av_nb_sample - GYRO_ADC_TEMP_NEUTRAL;
roll_rate_adc += GYRO_ADC_TEMP_SLOPE * temp_comp;
#endif
#if defined IDG300
pitch_rate_adc = buf_pitch.sum/buf_pitch.av_nb_sample - GYRO_ADC_PITCH_NEUTRAL;
pitch_rate = GYRO_PITCH_DIRECTION * RadiansOfADC(pitch_rate_adc, GYRO_PITCH_SCALE);
#endif
float roll_rate = GYRO_ROLL_DIRECTION * RadiansOfADC(roll_rate_adc, GYRO_ROLL_SCALE);
EstimatorSetRate(roll_rate, pitch_rate);
}
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Appen
ndix A-4. Matlab Plot
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Appendix A-5. Matlab Code (Flight Dynamics)
%%
%
%
%
%

Flight Path Calculation
Team 4799 - Autopilot Integration into Micro-Air Vehicle
This code will calculate the flight dynamics of MAV
Copyrighted: Prof. Robert Stengel
Author: Joseph Curamen (with permission)

clear all;
close all;
close hidden;
clc;
global CL CD S m g rho
%% Define variables and constants
S
=
0.0885;
% Reference area m^2
AR
=
3.93;
% Wing Aspect Ratio
e
=
0.9;
% Oswald Efficiency Factor
m
=
0.261;
% Mass, kg
g
=
9.8;
% Gravitational acceleration, m/s^2
rho
=
1.225;
% Air density at sea level, kg/m^3
CLa
=
3.141592*AR/(1+sqrt(1+(3.141592*AR/2)^2));
% Lift-Coefficient Slope, per rad
CDo
=
0.003;
% Zero-Lift Drag Coefficient
epsilon
=
1/(3.141592*e*AR);
% Induced Drag Factor
CL
=
sqrt(CDo/epsilon);
% CL for Maximum Lift/Drag Ratio
CD
=
CDo+epsilon*CL^2;
% Corresponding CD
LDmax
=
CL/CD;
% Maximum Lift/Drag Ratio
Gam
=
-atan(1/LDmax);
% Corresponding Flight Path Angle, rad
V
=
sqrt(2*m*g/(rho*S*(CL*cos(Gam)-CD*sin(Gam))));
% Corresponding velocity, m/s
%V
=
16;
Alpha
=
CL/CLa;
% Corresponding Angle of Attack, rad
%% Equilibrium Glide at Maximum Lift/Drag Ratio
H
=
10;
% Initial Height, m
R
=
0;
% Initial Range, m
to
=
0;
% Initial Time, s
tf
=
30;
% Final Time, s
tspan
=
[to tf];
xo
=
[V;Gam;H;R];
[ta,xa]
=
ode45('EqMotion',tspan,xo);
%% Effect of Increased Initial Velocity
xo
=
[1.5*V;0;H;R];
[tb,xb]
=
ode45('EqMotion',tspan,xo);
%% Plots
figure
plot(xa(:,4),xa(:,3),xb(:,4),xb(:,3))
xlabel('Range, m'),ylabel('Height, m'),grid
legend('Equilibrium Glide','Oscillating Glide')
figure
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(ta,xa(:,1),tb,xb(:,1))
xlabel('Time, s'),ylabel('Velocity, m/s'),grid
legend('Equilibrium Glide','Oscillating Glide')
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(ta,xa(:,2),tb,xb(:,2))
xlabel('Time, s'),ylabel('Flight Path Angle, rad'),grid
subplot(2,2,3)
plot(ta,xa(:,3),tb,xb(:,3))
xlabel('Time, s'),ylabel('Altitude, m'),grid
subplot(2,2,4)

plot(ta,xa(:,4),tb,xb(:,4))
xlabel('Time, s'),ylabel('Range, m'),grid
%% Fourth-Order Equations of Aircraft Motion
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% This function is used for the Aircraft Flight Path
function xdot = EqMotion(t,x)
global CL CD S m g rho
V
Gam
q
xdot

=
=
=
=

x(1);
x(2);
0.5*rho*V^2;
[(-CD*q*S-m*g*sin(Gam))/m
(CL*q*S-m*g*cos(Gam))/(m*V)
V*sin(Gam)
V*cos(Gam)];
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Appen
ndix A-6. Matlab Code (fliight with
h controlller)
%%
799 - Autopil
lot Integrati
ion into Micr
ro-Air Vehicl
le
% Team 47
% Author
r: Joseph Cur
ramen
%%
close all
l;
close hid
dden;
clear;
clc;
%% Analog
g Controller Design
%% Plant
num = [506.4,4692,622
2600];
den = [1,23.11,1581,2
27770,8715];
%% Transf
fer function of Plant
gs = tf(n
num,den);
%% State space of Pla
ant
gs ss = ss(gs);
s
%% PID co
ontroller
pid = tf(0.9*[1,36.78
838,338.2503],[1,0])
%% Open-L
Loop system
OLsys = gs*pid;
g
%% Closed
d-Loop system
m
CLsys = feedback(OLsy
f
ys,1)
%% State-space of clo
osed-loop sys
stem
ss CLsys = ss(CLsys);
%% Plots of root locu
us and step response
r
of the
t
plant and
d controller
figure,rl
locus(gs)
figure,rl
locus(OLsys)
figure,rl
locus(CLsys)
figure,st
tep(CLsys)
%% Digita
al Controller
r Design
%% Sampli
ing time
T = 1/2400;
%% Conver
rsion of plan
nt using zero
o-order-hold
gsdig = c2d(gs,T,'zoh
c
h')
%% Conver
rsion of PID continuous system
s
using Tustin's met
thod
digpid = c2d(pid,T,'t
tustin')
%% Open-l
loop of discr
rete system
sysdig = digpid*gsdig
g
%% Closed
d-loop of dis
screte system
m
clsysdig = feedback(s
sysdig,1)
us and step response
r
of the
t
plant and
d controller
%% Plots of root locu
figure,rl
locus(gsdig)
figure,rl
locus(sysdig)
figure,st
tep(clsysdig)
tep(clsysdig,CLsys,'-.r'),grid on,leg
gend('discret
te','continuo
ous')
figure,st
axis([0 0.02 0 1.2]);

Appen
ndix A-7. Gantt Chart
C
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